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Figure 1: The Gretna BLANkET station, Derwent Valley Tasmania, showing the interior of the enclosure. The image was taken on 23 February 2010
during station installation. (Photograph by A. Cunningham.)
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Summary

The Tasmanian ‘Base–Line Air Network of EPA Tasmania’ (BLANkET) was
established in 2009 as a smoke monitoring network, initially of 15 stations
across the state. The network currently receives and reports in real–time
PM10 , PM2.5 and meteorological data from 29 sites around Tasmania. The
PM10 and PM2.5 are measured with a TSIInc DRX DustTrak, an optical–
scattering particle counter.
This report provides an overview of the operation of the network from
inception in 2009 to the time of writing in late 2015. The system components and design principles are presented. A central tenent of the system is
that the network DRX DustTraks are calibrated against reference PM10 and
PM2.5 Low–Volume Reference Air Samplers. The calibration process used
for the network is described.
A number of instrumental problems were encountered and overcome during the establishment of the network. For the DRX units there were a number of failures with the laser diodes and the sample pumps. The laser issue
was rectified by TSIInc . The pump issue resolution was arrived at locally.
These and other issues are described in this report.
On a day–to–day basis the network operates completely automatically,
requiring manual intervention only when problems occur. This automatic
operation is possible through purpose–written data-logging and station management software developed by the EPA Division for the project. The network has achieved a very–high data–availability rate, above 95% for almost
all stations. An outline of the BLANkET software is presented here.
A car–based smoke-monitoring instrument, known as Travel BLANkET,
has also been developed. An description is given of Travel BLANkET along
with a brief review of some of the data that have been obtained.
The information derived from the BLANkET network over the more
than six years of operation has been significant. Some of the scientific findings regarding smoke movement and concentrations in Tasmania are briefly
discussed.
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2

Introduction

2.1

General remarks

The ‘BLANkET’ (Base–Line Air Network of EPA Tasmania) system has
been in operation in Tasmania for smoke measurement since mid–2009. An
early description of the network design and rationale for implementation is
given in BLANkET Technical Report 12 . However a more complete discussion of the system as currently implemented may be of interest, as the
experience gained from over six years of network operation has been considerable.
To this end this current report provide some more detail of the procedures and methods used in the network. A full description would require a
more comprehensive and detailed report than is given here, but it is hoped
that this overview will communicate the guiding principles and processes
that have been used. The scientific findings from the data will only be briefly
mentioned near the end of this report. For further discussion of the data and
analysis please refer to the BLANkET Technical Reports mentioned above.
Please note that reference to particular instruments, models, suppliers
or manufacturers in this report does not imply endorsement of products or
services by the EPA Division.
Reports of this nature often are confined to descriptions of working and
eﬀective systems and methods. While many aspects of BLANkET have
been developed with a clear view of the end–point, many others arose as
solutions to problems that appeared en route, so to speak. The compilation
of this document has involved re–visiting records and notes made during
the system’s evolution. These records reveal the extent of the instrumental
issues, dead–ends, false–hopes, intervals of despondency, and moments of
elation, among other things, that formed the experience of bringing the
network into existence. One over–riding impression that came from re–
reading the early records is how little the current author knew when the
project started, how much has been learnt, and, by inference, how much
there still is to learn.

2.2

The origins of BLANkET

In the autumn 2008 planned–burning season the Tasmanian Environment
Division (now the EPA Division) received over 80 complaints from the public
2

BLANkET Technical Report 1 and other BLANkET Technical Reports can be found
at http://epa.tas.gov.au/epa/blanket-reports.
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reporting smoke from various areas of the state, however the only air quality monitoring stations were in Hobart, Launceston, Rowella (lower Tamar
valley) and George Town. It was realised that a more broadly–based monitoring network was needed in Tasmania to fully assess the smoke impacts
from planned burning. In mid 2008 oﬃcers from the Environment Division
began to consider a system design for a lower–cost, remotely-reporting air
station, specifically aimed at smoke measurement. Many aspects of the system design were considered, however the exercise remained largely academic
until mid–February 2009 when the Tasmanian state government allocated
funding for the new network, now known as BLANkET. The design was
finalised, orders placed, and significant progress was made on all aspects
of the system in the next few months. Five stations were installed, and
were operational in northeast Tasmania, by the end of May 2009. Three
further stations were commissioned in the Huon Valley, south of Hobart, in
November 2009. Seven more stations followed in early 2010. In subsequent
years, after the utility of the network was established, more stations were
incrementally added as resources permitted.
It is worth quoting briefly from a document from February 2009 that
formed part of the initial information release on the network:
BLANkET will consist of up to 15 fixed stations, each containing an indicative air quality instrument, a meteorological station,
and a communications link. The stations will report data automatically every 10 to 15 minutes. The data will be published
almost immediately on a publicly accessible web page. The provision of real–time air quality data will assist with the management of smoke from planned burns, as well as being a valuable
public information tool. The stations will operate year-round,
and will also provide measurements of winter-time smoke concentrations from domestic heating, as well as monitoring summer
bushfire smoke.
At the time of writing (October 2015), the network has grown from the
original conception and now collects and publicly reports data from twenty–
nine sites, with several more to be added by early 2016.
For historical interest a time–line of major milestones for the BLANkET
project is given in appendix A.
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2.3

Optical measurement of ‘smoke’ PM2.5 in Tasmania: Data
from a DustTrak model 8520 at Launceston, 2006–2008

An important set of measurements obtained before BLANkET was designed
was obtained at the reference air station of Ti Tree Bend, Launceston, in
the years 2006 to early 2008. As well as PM2.5 reference Low–Volume Air
Sampler (LVAS) instruments3 giving daily PM10 and PM2.5 , a small 8520
DustTrak from TSIInc was also in operation. Figure 2 shows the comparison
between the (raw) day–averaged DustTrak and the LVAS instruments for
PM10 (upper panel) and PM2.5 (lower panel). This figure was produced in
early 2008. There is some relationship between the day–averaged DustTrak
and the LVAS PM10 data, particularly for data taken in cold weather, but
the correlation is much tighter for the DustTrak and PM2.5 LVAS data (lower
panel)4 . Multiplying the DustTrak output by 0.4 gives a value very close to
the LVAS PM2.5 .
The apparent but less well defined correlation of the DustTrak data with
LVAS PM10 for the cold weather days arises as in winter at Launceston much
of the PM10 fraction is from PM2.5 .
The Launceston DustTrak was equipped with an Environment–Division–
constructed heated inlet to remove the eﬀects of high humidity and fog from
the optical scattering signal. The heater5 was operated at 40 C, although it
is likely the sample air did not reach this temperature due to the short transit
time of sample air through the heater. The heater was added sometime after
the 8520 DustTrak was installed at Launceston in 2003, but prior to 2006.
As noted over two years of data are shown in Figure 2, indicating the
DustTrak was stable over this time. The DustTrak instrument was operating essentially unattended, and measuring continuously with one data point
being collected every 10 minutes. The LVAS PM2.5 data result from a long
chain of events – filter conditioning, taring, dispatch and deployment, exposure for one day, filter recovery, re–conditioning, gross weighing, database
entry, and calculation from the mass of material collected on the filter to
a concentration in µg m−3 . The utility of a low–cost optical–scattering
3

The reference air quality instruments used by the EPA Division in Tasmania operated under a NATA (National Association of Testing Authorities) accredited quality–
assurance/quality–control system.
4
The point most discrepant from the relationship (with the LVAS value near 44 µg m−3 ,
and DustTrak near 20 units) was obtained during December 2006 when bushfire smoke
was reported in Launceston. A check of this day’s data record showed the DustTrak was
only in operation for a few hours on this day. The data point has however not been
removed from this plot, as it is presented as was first created in February 2008.
5
This incorporated a modified aquarium heater.
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Figure 2: Comparison of Low–Volume Air Sampler (LVAS) data and
day–averaged 8520 DustTrak data for 2006–early 2008. Upper panel:
Comparison of raw day–averaged DustTrak data and LVAS PM10 data.
Lower panel: Comparison of raw day–averaged DustTrak data and LVAS
PM2.5 data. These DustTrak data are well correlated with the LVAS
PM2.5 measurements, indicating the 8520 DustTrak measurement is able to
provide a proxy measure of PM2.5 . Multiplying the DustTrak output by
0.4 gives a value very close to the LVAS PM2.5 . (This figure was originally
produced in February 2008.)

9

instrument for producing a proxy PM2.5 for smoke was noted at the time
(February 2008), and was, several months later, used as a starting point in
the design of the BLANkET system.

3

General comments on operating an automated,
multi–site, monitoring network

As noted, the BLANkET network currently operates at twenty–nine sites
across Tasmania. Although the state is not usually considered as a large
geographical region, travel times to the more distant stations are not insignificant. The network has operated with relatively modest staﬀ resources,
and at a relatively low resource cost in terms of site visits for maintenance
and breakdown repair. In part this is due to the high–level of automation
and a relatively high–level facility for remote control and configuration via
the data network. Both of these are achieved via purpose–written software.
Remote interrogation of instrument status and performance, at times at a
detailed engineering level, has allowed issues to be identified and maintenance schedules to be adapted to maximise network up–time.
The requirement for reliability and robust performance of individual instruments can not be underestimated. The first DRXs as delivered did not
have this level of reliability, as outlined in Section 5.1 and detailed in Appendix B. Significant remedial and other work was needed to overcome
these problems. Once overcome however the network has largely operated
as required without significant day–to–day intervention.
It is worth briefly explicitly considering, hypothetically, the increase in
reliability needed as a network increases in size and complexity. Consider
an instrument, to be used in a network, with a ‘mean time between failure’
(MTBF) of 1 year. That is, the average instrumental life before significant
breakdown requiring major repair or replacement is one year. If a network
consists of twenty–four such instruments then, for the purposes of this discussion, after a year or so of operation one may expect two to fail each
month, requiring field visits for repair or replacement. However, if each
station in the network consists of five separate components (e.g. particle
counter, meteorological station, communications device, etc.), each with an
MTBF of 12 months, then we may have on average about ten fails each
month across the 24 stations – equivalent to one failure every 3 days on average. If each failure required a site visit to rectify the failure this would be
an unsustainable number of failures for a network such as BLANkET given
the available resources.
10

Furthermore, if each component has multiple subcomponents, each with
an MTBF of one year, then the number of subcomponent failures increases
in direct proportion. Hence as the network grows in size and complexity
the MTBF of each subcomponent, and of the ‘station system’ as a whole,
must also increase in proportion if the network has any chance of operating
eﬀectively.

4

Site selection and the station configuration

Air quality monitoring sites selected for reporting against national air quality
standards are usually selected with reference to the Australian/New Zealand
standard ASNZS 3580.1.1 Guide to siting air monitoring equipment. The
standard notes that among other criteria, the station should be sited away
from nearby pollutant sources such as roads, and away from nearby buildings and trees that may restrict airflow. The criteria are aimed in part at
locating equipment that provide a representative measurement of pollution
in the general area of the site, rather than giving a localised value. Australian/New Zealand standard ASNZS 3580.14-2011 Meteorological monitoring for ambient air quality monitoring applications provides guidance on
siting meteorological equipment in support of air monitoring programs.
When BLANkET was being established the decision was taken to relax
site selection criteria from the Australian/New Zealand standards. This
was due to several reasons. Sites that satisfy all specified criteria are not
always easily met. The opportunity was also taken to site some of the
BLANkET stations so as to measure local concentrations, that is, to measure
in populated areas where people reside. Many stations would however meet
many or all of of the siting criteria given in ASNZS 3580.1.1.
Additionally, ASNZS 3580.14-2011 recommends that wind speed and direction measurements are to be made at a height of 10 metres above local
ground level. The cost of a 10 metre wind mast would have been a significant fraction of the cost of each station, and the extra permissions and safety
considerations, and resources for installing such a mast, would have significantly added to the deployment time–frame. The BLANkET anemometers
and wind vanes are mounted in the same post as hold the stations. Hence
the BLANkET wind speed and direction data are from approximately 3 m
to 3.5 m above local ground. While this may not always provide a good
measure of the ‘synoptic’ wind, it does give wind data consistent with the
height of the smoke concentration measurement.

11

5

BLANkET hardware

An interior view of a BLANkET station as currently configured is shown in
Figure 3, which may be of use for reference in the following discussion. The
original stations diﬀered slightly from this. The changes have generally been
relatively minor changes, such as the replacement of the original DC regulator with a much more eﬃcient and smaller digital unit, and the replacement
of the original electronic thermostat with an all–mechanical unit.

Figure 3: A view of a BLANkET station interior.
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5.1

DRX 8533 DustTrak from TSIInc

The particle measuring instrument chosen for BLANkET was the DRX 8533
DustTrak (manufactured by TSIInc ). A description of the DRX is given by
Wang et al., 20096 . The decision was made in early 2009 after canvassing
market options for a cost–eﬀective instrument capable of measuring both
PM2.5 and PM10 simultaneously in an automated remote operation mode,
without requiring expensive supporting infrastructure or frequent maintenance. A number of options were considered, including the use of Beta
Attenuation Monitors (BAMs), Tapered Element Oscillation Microbalance
(TEOM) instruments, and other optical–scattering instruments. The DRX
was selected for a variety of reasons including the ease of remote communication and control, the ability to derive and apply user calibrations to suit
local aerosols, the large–volume on–board data–logging memory, the low–
maintenance requirements, and the knowledge that the earlier 8520 DustTrak had performed well over several years at the Launceston Ti Tree Bend
station.
Note that the DRX 8533 DustTrak is not the same, functionally, as
the DustTrak II 8530/8531 instrument, although the instruments are eﬀectively identical superficially (and possibly mechanically and electronically as
well). However the DustTrak II does not provide size fractions (e.g. PM2.5 ,
PM10 ), but gives a ‘total’ aerosol mass7 . The more sophisticated firmware
of the DRX 8533 transforms the measured photometric signal into size–
fractionated aerosol mass. The DRX unit is consequently more expensive to
purchase. When BLANkET was being designed it was considered that the
provision of simultaneous PM2.5 and PM10 data was worth the extra cost of
the DRX over the DustTrak II. The subsequent experience in the years since
the network commenced has shown this decision was correct, as the DRX
data–records are able to clearly distinguish smoke from sea–salt and dust8 .
The DRX DustTraks in the BLANkET system are now operating at
a high level of performance and reliability. However this has only been
obtained after significant additional developmental and remedial work, over
several years, by the EPA Division, Kenelec Scientific (in Melbourne), and
TSI Inc . Some of this work would likely have been inevitable, as the EPA
Division worked through local issues and problems specific to the use of
the DRX units under Tasmanian conditions. Arguably however, it is felt
6
‘A Novel Optical Instrument for Estimating Size Segregated Aerosol Mass in Real
Time’, Aerosol Science and Technology, volume 43:9, pp 939–950, 2009
7
Size–selective impactors are available for the DustTrak II however.
8
See the BLANkET Technical Reports for examples.
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that had more field trials been undertaken of the DRX DustTrak before
market release there would have been an opportunity for the identification
and rectification of many of the issues that subsequently arose. Conversely,
the market release date of mid 2008 for the DRX coincided in time with EPA
Division’s need for a cost–eﬀective size–fractionating particle instrument, the
adoption of which for use in BLANkET has ultimately led to a functional
and informative air quality network.
Appendix B discusses the problems the EPA Division encountered with
the DRX in early years of BLANkET, and the solutions employed to circumvent these.
5.1.1

Operational Schematic

Figure 4 shows a schematic view of the DRX DustTrak operation. Aerosols
in the air–stream pass through a measurement chamber which is illuminated
with a pulsed laser diode. Light scattered by the aerosols is collected by a
curved mirror and directed to a photo–diode. The photo–diode signal is
processed to derive particle counts in sized bins for particles inferred to
be above 1 µm in diameter, and an photometric signal representing the
scattered light from particles below 1 µm diameter. The algorithms used to
perform these tasks are propriety to TSIInc , but are based on Mie scattering
theory.
The derivation of mass concentration (as µg m−3 ) from the photometric
signal is carried out using calibration factors input into the DRX. A factory
default calibration is installed, but other, ‘user’ calibrations can also be used.
Calibration is discussed in more detail in two sections below.
The factory default flow sample rate of the DRX DustTraks is 3 litres
per minute. A few years into the project this was changed to 2 litre per
minute without any detectable eﬀect on data quality. The reduced flow rate
has however significantly increased the field–life of the DRX pumps. More
discussion of this change is given in Appendix B.
5.1.2

Communications

The DRX DustTrak is supplied with TSIInc software called TrakProT M that
can be used to control the instrument and read data via user commands
manually entered at a computer. Single–instrument manual control is of
limited use for a multi–site automated system. However, the DRX is also
able to be read and controlled via TCP/IP command strings sent over a
data–network. The automated operation of BLANkET is possible by the
14

Figure 4: Schematic of DRX DustTrak operation, from the TSIInc Application Note EXPMN-002 DustTrak DRX Theory of Operation
use of remote communication with the instruments at the sites, to perform
functions such as determining instrument status, checking and setting real–
time clocks, retrieving data, and controlling many aspects of instrument
operation.
The commands and instrument responses are ASCII–text (plain–text)
strings. For example, to determine instrument status, the command sent is
‘MSTATUS’, to which the DRX returns either ‘Running’, ‘Idle’, ‘Waiting’,
‘Zeroing’, or other response as relevant. Similarly the command ‘RMMESSAGES’ returns a series of integers corresponding to error flags and instrumental values such as the percentage of available data memory. The BLANkET data–logging software, produced by the EPA Division and described
in more detail below, uses the DRX command set to monitor and control
the status and performance of the network’s fleet of DRX instruments, and
to retrieve real–time (10–minute cadence) and (once per day) logged–data
(2–minute cadence).
15

The DRX also has a set of ‘engineering–level’ commands that provide
base–level information on quantities such as the laser current, pump voltage,
and analogue–to–digital levels on various components. These commands are
not normally accessible to users, but were made available to the EPA Division by TSIInc via Kenelec Scientific in order to assist in the diagnosis
and trouble–shooting of a number of instrumental problems9 . The access to
these commands and the information from them was extremely important
and valuable for the proper operation of the BLANkET network. Arguably
without this information certain issues may not have been resolved, or may
not have been resolved in as timely a fashion: It is possible that the network
may have been viewed as unworkable in consequence. Remote and automated operation for all but the simplest of monitoring networks depends on
having as much diagnostic information as possible, and to eﬃciently process
and use this information to follow instrumental trends, identify potential and
real problems, and to plan intelligent, eﬀective, and eﬃcient maintenance
schedules.
5.1.3

DRX measurement configuration and internal data–logging

The DRX provides a facility to define measurement ‘programs’ so that parameters such as the sampling frequency, sampling duration, measurement
time–constant, sample start date and time (if required), etc., can be specified. These ‘programs’ can be adjusted and selected remotely. Calibration
factors (see following sections) can also be remotely loaded, selected and
checked.
The BLANkET network DRXs have been set to use a measurement
time–constant of 60–seconds. They also have been set to log data into
internal (non–volatile) memory every 2–minutes. These logged–data are
read and archived by the EPA’s data–logging software once per day. The
DRX internal memory is cleared after a successful read. These 2–minute
data are of interest in themselves at times for specific investigations, but also
form a back–up data set should network communications outages prevent
the real–time (10–minute) data from being read directly from a station at
any given time. The on–board memory of the DRX will hold over 60 days
of measurements at the 2–minute data–sampling rate. Hence a network
outage even of many days is not an issue except for the loss of the real–time
information.
9

Peter Langley at Kenelec Scientific and Avula Sreenath at TSIInc are especially
thanked for this.
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5.1.4

The zero module – correcting for instrumental drift

The technical specification for the DRX lists a zero–stability of 2 µg m−3 per
24 hours at a 10 second time constant, and a temperature co–eﬃcient of
1 µg m−3 per degree C. To measure and correct for base–line drifts TSIInc
provide a ‘zero module’ that is fitted to the inlet of the DRX and is powered
from it. The zero module is shown between the heater outlet and DRX inlet
in Figure 3. A ‘zero’ can be regularly performed by setting the configuration
values in a measurement ‘program’, and can also be initiated remotely via a
TCP/IP command or by the touch–screen display. The zero module works
by pumping air through a HEPA filter and producing a clean–air stream
flow of 5 litres per minute. Of this, 3 litres per minute is taken into the
DRX, with the remaining flow directed out of the top of the zero module
unit.
When selected, the zero module is run for 45 seconds to purge the sample
chamber, then for a further 15 seconds to determine the current zero. This
value is (internally) subtracted oﬀ all subsequent measurements until the
next zero is performed. In the BLANkET system, a zero is automatically
run each hour at each station. This appears to be an adequate rate to
remove any instrumental drift.
A short–coming of this system is that there is currently no means of
interrogating the DRX to determine when the most recent zero was performed, or to retrieve the value of the ‘zero’. These data would be useful
for tracking instrumental performance.
When the BLANkET data–logging software is to read a real-time measurement from the DRX, one of the checks performed is to determine if the
instrument is currently performing a zero (via the ‘MSTATUS’ command).
If it is, retrieving the data measurement is postponed for 1 minute to allow
the zero to complete.
The DRX on–board data–logging proceeds at the set rate – for BLANKET this is one point every 2 minutes. It was noted above that the zero
module produces clean air at a flow of 5 litres per minute. The residual
2 litres per minute flow is not used by the DRX but is directed out of the
module. At the station, this clean air flows into the heater inlet. After the
zero is complete the clean air is then brought back into the DRX for a short–
duration until the ambient air has refilled the heater. For this reason the
2–minute logged data record for each station can show a lower value each
hour after a zero. An example of this is shown in Figure 5. A workaround
to this is used in the solar–powered stations, discussed below, where a small
single–board computer initiates the zero and controls the station. This ‘dis17

tributed computing’ model may be rolled out to the mains–powered stations
in the future.

Figure 5: Example of 2–minute DRX logged data from Smithton station
showing a low data point after an hourly ‘zero’.
There is no feedback or handshaking between the zero module and DRX.
The DRX eﬀectively assumes a zero module is connected and operating if a
‘zero’ is requested by the measurement program or operator. Occasionally a
zero module has failed to operate properly upon request. When this occurs
the ambient air measurement can be interpreted as the new ‘zero’ baseline
until the next zero is performed an hour later. An example of this is shown
in Figure 6 where the six PM2.5 measurements following a zero are all low,
until the subsequent, correct, ‘zero’ rectifies the fault. Occurrence rates
of this fault are low, possibly only a handful occur over a year across the
network, but actual rates have not been determined. Zero modules that show
several repeat occurrences of this fault within a week or two are replaced
and checked.
Two instances of instrumental drift that were not removed by the hourlyzero checks are discussed in Appendix B.
18

Figure 6: An example where a zero module did not work correctly, hence
the ambient air level was incorrectly assigned to be the new ‘zero baseline’
until corrected one hour later at the subsequent zero. Data from Lilydale
station, 31 January 2010.
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5.1.5

Calibration overview

Correct and appropriate calibration is paramount to the utility of this and
other optical–scatter particle counters that provide a data output as an
inferred mass concentration. In eﬀect the calibration is a mathematical
function relating the optical–scattering properties of the aerosol to particle
diameter, and hence volume and (via density) to mass. The function will
depend on properties of the particular aerosol being measured.
The DRX firmware and algorithms mean, in eﬀect that the PM2.5 and
‘coarse’ mass concentration fractions (i.e. PM10 −PM2.5 ) can be independently calibrated. An ‘environmental’ advantage that is present in Tasmania
is that at high mass concentrations, ambient PM2.5 is almost always dominated by woodsmoke aerosols, while throughout the year the ‘coarse’ fraction is dominated by sea–salt aerosols (which are themselves a mix of aerosol
species). Hence the DRXs in use in BLANkET can be calibrated for ‘smoke’
in the PM2.5 fraction and an ensemble–average sea–salt mix for the ‘coarse’
(PM10 −PM2.5 ) fraction. Tasmania’s low traﬃc densities, and relatively few
large–scale industrial facilities, mean the most prevalent air–pollution issue
is smoke, from the various sources noted earlier.
The details of the DRX calibration procedures used in BLANkET will
be presented in the section 7, but a summary is given here. Two DRX
instruments are in continuous operation at the Hobart reference station at
New Town, approximately 3 km northwest of the Hobart CBD. Reference–
level Low–Volume Air Samplers (LVAS) measuring PM10 and PM2.5 are also
in daily operation. The PM2.5 and PM10 −PM2.5 calibration factors of these
two DustTraks have been adjusted, and are regularly checked, so the output
of these instruments matches the LVAS data. The DRX units deployed to
the BLANkET sites are first calibrated against one or other of the New
Town DustTraks using an EPA Division designed and constructed ‘smoke’
(for PM2.5 ) and ‘ultrafine dust’ (for PM10 −PM2.5 ) calibration box. The
New Town DustTraks are hence being used as transfer standards which
link the BLANkET–station DRXs to the New Town reference–level LVAS
measurements.

5.2

Davis Vantage Pro 2 meteorological station

In a similar manner as for the selection of the DRX as the particle–instrument,
a market survey was carried out of many available low–cost meteorological stations for use in the BLANkET work. The requirements were an
acceptable level of precision and accuracy, robustness, ability to read and
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control over a network, on–board data–logging and, preferably, low–power
consumption, while providing a basic set of meteorological data (i.e. ambient
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction, and barometric
pressure). The Davis–brand of instruments appeared to meet these specifications. The basic Vantage Pro 2 unit, which consists of a external sensor
suite which also has a tipping rain bucket and a separate LCD console, has
no data–logging facility or network interface, but the add–on WeatherLinkIP
module provides both. The unit also provides a console temperature and
console relative humidity measure, which is used in the BLANkET system
as a measure in internal enclosure conditions.
The Vantage Pro2 system includes the functionality to use locally derived calibrations for individual meteorological sensors. In practice the first
several system as delivered were found to give satisfactory results when verifying against other independent instruments. Local calibrations have not
been applied for the BLANkET meteorological sensors.
The Davis Vantage Pro 2 has proven to have been a suitable choice. Very
little has failed in use over the network life–time, mechanically or electronically. One issue that was experienced early on however is that the console
unit enters a ‘prompt’ screen at each power–up, giving the user the opportunity to enter choose the measurement units and provide local site data such
as latitude, longitude, and altitude. Meteorological data cannot be read remotely from the console until either the data are entered or the initial screen
is manually cancelled by a keypress. Hence after a station power outage an
oﬃcer needed to attend the station to provide this keypress. The simple
workaround was to load C–size batteries into the console to provide backup
power during outages. These batteries are changed in annual maintenance10 .
There were also some initial problems with the connections on the WeatherLinkIP unit, which uses a telephone–type RJ11 connector. The small pins
on the console unit can be easily bent so as to not make electrical contact
when plugging in the WeatherLinkIP unit. Care is needed. Poor connections are indicated by read–errors when interrogating the WeatherLinkIP
unit.
The wind vane and anemometer bearings need occasional lubrication,
and the entry of the tipping rain bucket needs checking to remove leaf–
litter build–up, etc. A very small number of meteorological sensors have
failed after a number of years of use and have been replaced. Otherwise the
10

It is also possible to load alternate firmware into the Vantage Pro2 console to turn it
into an ‘Envoy’ model, which does not prompt for user inout at power up. However the
‘Envoy’ firmware does not give a real–time display on the Vantage Pro console.
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system has been almost trouble–free.
Real–time data can be read from the console via the WeatherLinkIP
unit using ASCII–text serial strings sent via an RS–232 interface. In the
BLANkET system, these serial commands are initiated as TCP/IP strings
from the central data–logger and are sent to a modem/router at the station
(see below). This modem has three network addressable RS–232 ports,
which provide the final link to the Davis unit.
Data can be logged on the WeatherLinkIP unit. There is space for
approximately one month of 30–minute readings. These logged data are
read once per day to provide a back–up to the real–time data stream, in
much the same way as is done for the DRX data.

5.3

Heated inlet

The BLANkET heated–inlet design, used to pre–condition ambient air prior
to entering the DRX, has passed through several iterations. The various
versions were developed over time to eliminate any possibility that the measured PM10 was being aﬀected by fog or high ambient relative humidity. The
PM2.5 measurement appeared robust, as far as can be determined, with all
heater versions under all ambient conditions that have so far been experienced during the network’s life. A chronological outline of the development
is given here.
5.3.1

Mark–I

The original BLANkET heated inlet, referred to here as Mark I, was based
on the earlier unit used at Launceston as noted above11 . The Mark I heater12
used a ∼40 cm length of stainless steel tube wrapped in silicon insulation,
then wound with nichrome wire as a heater element. The wire was covered in
heat paste then wrapped in insulation tape and covered in foam insulation.
Initially the total length of wire used gave total resistance of 24 ohms. (The
wire length was later reduced in field trials to give an eﬀective resistance
near 12 ohms, hence doubling the current and heating power.) The heater
was driven by 12 V DC, giving 6 W of power for the 24 ohm heater, and
was servoed to 50 C. The transit time of sample air through the heater was
of order 10 seconds. The air was warmed by 7 to 10 C above ambient in
11

This early Launceston heater was designed and built by former EPA Division oﬃcer
Dr M. Groth
12
This was designed and built by former EPA Division Technical Oﬃcer A. Graham
with support from Dr. Groth.
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passing through the heater. A sacrificial thermal fuse was installed on the
heater in the heating circuit to prevent a possible fire if the servo–control
failed.
The Mark I heater was installed in the first BLANkET stations established in May 2009. The first two stations to be installed were Derby and
Lilydale, both in the northeast of Tasmania, on the 6th of May 2008. The
early notes from BLANkET made on the 8th of May 2008 recorded a question as to whether the DRX PM10 data from these stations was showing an
eﬀect from high relative humidity, but that the PM2.5 appeared unaﬀected.
This prompted both the installation of a 12 ohm heater at Derby on the
13th of May 2009, and more significantly a long investigation and analysis
of the issue, which later included a complete redesign of the heater (Mark–II
version). It was however also noted from these early data that high relative humidity at night at Derby did not always mean that PM10 was high,
suggesting that the eﬀect may not have been an instrumental artefact.
Several weeks later, near the end of May 2009, there was a multi–day
elevation in PM10 , without an increase in PM2.5 , across all five BLANkET
stations in the northeast of Tasmania, as well as at a ‘major’ air station
at Rowella in the lower Tamar where PM10 and PM2.5 TEOMs were in use.
Analysis of this event identified the cause as sea–salt aerosols being brought
on–shore on strong northeasterly winds13 .
Further data and analysis showed that high PM10 −PM2.5 was not an
infrequent occurrence at Derby, even with the later, redesigned, Mark–II
heated inlet as shown in data from winter 2013 in Figure 7. The reasons
are not fully understood, but may include a possible growth in sea–salt
aerosol size as marine air descends into the steep, often humid, and relatively
isolated Derby valley, or, conjecturally, it could be an indication of a local
pollen or other aerosol signature. Field measurements using a 16–channel
particle sizer have been carried out in and around Derby to try to provide
more information on this question, but so far the issue remains open.
5.3.2

Mark–I.1

This was a slightly modified version of the Mark–I heater, which used a
length of copper tube, rather than stainless steel, to try to improve heat
transfer to the sample air, and incorporated some slight bends to increase
the sample transit time in the heater. Only one unit of this type was built
and installed at Derby on the 10th of June 2009. This is shown in Figure 8.
13

See BLANkET Technical Report 4
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There was no clear change in the character of the PM10 −PM2.5 data–record
at Derby from the date of the Mark–I.1 heater installation.
5.3.3

Mark–II

The Mark–II heater (from early 2010) represented a significant advance on
the heater principle–of–operation14 . As well as heating the sample air as
in the Mark–I heater to remove water droplets of size comparable to the
aerosols under study, use is made of a gravitational separation process to
prevent particles with eﬀective aerodynamic diameters (EAD) greater than
50 µm from reaching the DRX. An additional constraint in the design was
that the unit had to fit into the space in the BLANkET station occupied by
the Mark–I heater.
Figure 9 shows the operating principle. Sample air is drawn into the
top of a wire–wrapped aluminium tube, which is heated as in the Mark–I
unit. Warmed air exits the lower end of this tube into an enclosing cylinder,
which is also warmed by the wire–wrapped element. Air is slowly drawn up
in the enclosing cylinder to exit at the take–oﬀ tube, and is directed into
the DRX inlet. The upward velocity of the air in the enclosing tube is less
than the settling velocity of particles with ∼50 µm or greater EAD.
The transit time of air through the heater determines how much heat
can be applied to the droplets. Detailed calculations were undertaken to
determine the physical dimensions and heating requirements to achieve the
optimum performance of the heater. The transit time through the heater is
of order 10 seconds. This should be ample to evaporate water droplets less
than 50 µm EAD that enter the heater inlet. Larger droplets are gravitationally filtered, as discussed.
A view of a Mark–II heater installed in a BLANkET station is shown
in Figure 10. The heater set temperature is 40 C. The heater uses approximately 12 W of power when energised. The ‘heater on’ servoed duty–cycle
in the field is typically around 30%, depending on ambient conditions.
5.3.4

Mark–II.1

When the car–based smoke measurement system, now known as ‘Travel
BLANkET’ (see below) was under construction, a physically smaller heated
inlet was needed to fit the in–car instrument box. The Mark–II.1 heater
14
The Mark–II heater was designed and constructed by Senior Scientific Oﬃcer Andrew
Cunningham. Assistance with the heater electronic circuit was provided by Dr. M Groth.
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is eﬀectively a smaller and more power–eﬃcient version of Mark–II. The
Mark–II.1 version has also become the network default heater.

5.4

Power supply

The power supply for the BLANkET station was designed by Kenelec during
the initial build of the stations in early 2009. All components in the enclosure run oﬀ either 12 V or 5 V. A 12 volt, 21 amp–hour battery is the source
of both voltage supplies. The battery is kept charged via a mains–powered
‘BFP–012 battery fighter’ battery charger. The 12 V battery is able to run
the full station for several hours (depending on the load from the heated inlet), which covers many temporary power–outages. In this sense the battery
and charger act as an uninterruptable power supply (UPS).
The technology of UPS design has advanced since 2009 when BLANkET
commenced. It is now possible to obtain small UPS units which can be
interfaced to and interrogated over the data network. If BLANkET was
starting again consideration would be given to a power–supply system of
this type.
In general this simple system has worked well over the six years of network operation. On a few occasions however, the battery has been drawn–
down completely at a power–outage. In these cases the load at station start–
up, when power is restored, can sometimes be too great for the charger to
simultaneously supply the battery and station with power. Under these
circumstances a site visit is needed to disconnect the battery and allow it
to charge before the station can be restarted. It is planned to install low–
voltage cut-oﬀ regulators on the battery output to prevent this occurring.
The mains power to the individual stations is either RCD–protected or,
for a few location where power spikes and surges were causing problems, are
fed from a double–insulated isolating transformer.
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Figure 7: Sample PM10 −PM2.5 data from the northeast BLANkET stations
from 15 May to 14 June 2013, after the Mark–II heaters were installed. Top
to bottom: Lilydale (LD), Scottsdale (SC), Derby (DE), St Helens (SH),
Fingal (FI), and midlands station of Campbell Town (CT). Derby shows
unusually high PM10 −PM2.5 compared to the other stations.
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Figure 8: Mark–I.1 heater installed at Derby station, 10th June 2009. A
copper tube was used, with some slight bends, but otherwise the unit was
identical to the Mark–I version.
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Figure 9: Operating principle of the Mark–II heater. Sample air is drawn
into the top of a wire–wrapped copper tube. Warmed air exits the lower
end of this tube into an enclosing cylinder, which is also warmed by the
wire–wrapped element. Air is slowly drawn up in the enclosing cylinder to
exit at the take–oﬀ tube, and is directed into the DRX inlet.
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Figure 10: The Mark–II heater installed in a BLANkET station.
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5.5
5.5.1

Cybertec 3G modem
Modem description

The 3G modems in use in BLANkET are various version of the Cybertec
1000–series and 2000–series units15 . These modems, which are in eﬀect
small Linux computers, provide two LAN ports, three RS–232 serial ports,
two digital input lines and two digital output lines, all of which can be
addressed over the network. The DRX is connected to one LAN port. The
Davis WeatherLinkIP data–logger is connected to one of the RS–232 serial
ports. The modem is configured to ‘port forward’ the TCP/IP commands
sent from the BLANkET data–logging PC in Hobart to address either the
DRX or the Davis instrument, depending on the destination port specified
in the TCP/IP call.
The Cybertec modems have proven to be very reliable and suitable for
the BLANkET network. As well as providing the portal to address the DRX
DustTrak and Davis meteorological station, they also have significant on–
board functionality, some of which is accessible via the SNMP protocols. As
well as data–traﬃc, the modems can also send and receive SMS messages.
As the modem is installed in an all metal station–enclosure an external
antenna is used to provide an appropriate signal level. A 3G SIM card
installed in the modem provides the network connection. The SIM is linked
to a static IP address within the Tasmanian State Government firewall. The
BLANkET modems cannot be accessed from outside this firewall, which
reduces significantly the possibility of unauthorised access.
5.5.2

Modem configuration for data–network connectivity

Early in the operation of the BLANkET network some issues were experienced with data network drop–outs at individual stations. Often in these
circumstances the Cybertec modems were still able to receive SMS messages. It is possible to send an SMS to restart a Cybertec modem. When
the data–network drop–outs occurred it became standard practice to use another station’s modem to send the restart SMS to the problem station. This
facility was also incorporated into the BLANkET software library, although
this program was under human control. The need for these restart–SMS
messages was almost completely removed however when the facilities of the
modem’s on–board network management was fully appreciated, as described
in this section.
15

The suggestion to use the Cybertec modem for BLANkET was from Stuart Bunning
at Kenelec Scientific.
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The network management tools of the Cybertec include a test of network connectivity, implemented by sending a ‘ping’ to a designated host
computer16 . If the ‘ping’ fails certain actions can be taken. For the BLANkET system, after some testing and trial and error, the modem is configured
as follows: The ‘ping series’ is sent every 2–minutes to a state government
host. If three series of ‘pings’ fail in a row the program module that controls
the wireless connection is reloaded in the modem. This action often rectifies
the issue. However if three successive module–reloads fail to restore connectivity (as determined by the ping) the modem is rebooted. This on–board
network management facility has worked extremely well and has resulted in
very high ‘up–times’ for the real–time data (as will be discussed in Section 8
below).
5.5.3

Relay control via the digital output lines

The digital output lines of the modem control two 12 V relays. Power
is supplied to the DRX Dustrak and 5 V DC regulator by one of these
relays, while the other is used for the inlet heater and ventilation fan. Hence
this allows power to both the DRX and the inlet heater to be remotely
and independently controlled: The DRX units occasionally enter a mode
where a remote power–cycle is needed. The BLANkET–system management
software also uses these relays to remotely turn oﬀ the DRX and the heater,
and turn on a ventilation fan, as a fail–safe if the in–box temperature reaches
45 C. (Note that a mechanical thermostat turns oﬀ power to the heater and
turns on the ventilation fan if the in–box temperature reaches 30 C, as noted
below. The software ‘fail–safe’ is an extra level of protection.)

5.6

5 V DC regulator

The 5 V regulator supplies power to the Davis Vantage Pro2 console. Initially the regulator was a ‘Hummingbird’ unit. This however was determined
to be ineﬃcient in the power conversion, and has been replaced with a single,
much lower–cost, integrated circuit semiconductor unit (MC7805CTG). The
semiconductor regulator has a nominal input voltage range of 7 to 20 V, but
will operate down to 4.7 V input. It is also is much more power–eﬃcient.
When powering the Davis console the MC7805CTG consumed only 0.12 W.
This can be compared to the 0.72 W required when powering the Davis
console from the Hummingbird regulator.
16
A ‘ping’ is in essence one computer saying ‘hello’ to another, and receiving a ‘hello’
back.
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5.7

Thermostat – high–temperature protection

Initially a low–cost adjustable digital thermostat was used in the thermal
management of the station as a means of switching oﬀ the inlet heater, and
switching on a ventilation fan, if the enclosure temperature reached 30 C.
This thermostat unit as manufactured needed modifying to allow it to switch
12 V DC. It also had no memory of the user–set temperature after a power
cycle – it would default to a set temperature of 20 C at each power–up,
making necessary a site visit to readjust it.
Later a wholly mechanical adjustable–thermostat (Pfannenberg FLZ510–
1K) unit was sourced, which needed no modification to switch 12 V DC, and
was unaﬀected by power–outages in the sense that the set-temperature, selectable by a rotating dial, controls a spring and cantilever system attached
to a bimetallic strip. The Pfannenberg thermostat is shown in Figure 3. As
supplied, the nominal temperature as read from the dial could be in error
by 10 C or more. The units are however user–adjustable, and can be ‘re–
calibrated’, and for BLANkET use are set to open within 3 C of the dial
temperature. The hysteresis of the open/close cycle is a few degrees.

5.8

Thermal control – passive and active

Over–temperature protection of the station electronic devices has been briefly
mentioned above. Additionally metal sunshades are fitted to the east, north,
and west sides of the station as well as to the roof17 . There is a stand–oﬀ
(air gap) of 75 mm between the sunshades and the station enclosure proper.
A ventilation fan (seen in Figure 3) is switched on via the thermostat
if the in–box temperature reaches or exceed 30 C. This ventilation and the
sunshades, together with the generally moderate Tasmanian summers, has
meant that the internal enclosure temperature has not (so far) reached the
45 C trigger when a software–initiated shutdown of the station will occur.
Both sunshades and thermal insulation (for cold weather) were planned
but were not implemented in the first few months following the first station
deployments in May 2009. As this was the start of winter in Tasmania
the sunshades were not deemed a priority. Cold–weather insulation was
considered as a priority, but so were various other tasks. In consequence
the first stations were deployed with no thermal insulation other than that
provided by the metal enclosure.
On the evenings of the 17th and 18th of July 2009, some two months
after deployment, the station at Fingal showed sporadically high PM10 co–
17

All BLANkET stations have been oriented so the enclosure door opens to the south
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incident with the internal enclosure temperature falling below zero celcius.
This is shown in Figure 11. A possible explanation was that ice–crystals
were forming in the sample air–stream and were giving increased signal.
On the 23rd of July 2009 the enclosure at Fingal was insulated using a
foam ‘sleeping mat’ as a test of the eﬀectiveness of this approach (Figure 12).
In the early hours of the 24th of July the ambient temperature at Fingal
fell to near −5 C. The enclosure temperature only briefly was below zero.
There was no obvious elevation of PM10 at this time, as shown in Figure 13.
Subsequently all stations have been insulated using 10 mm ’Proshield’
foam insulation (Figure 14). This, together with the Mark–II heater (described above), has prevented the occurrence of similar circumstances of
sporadically elevated PM10 in cold weather as seen at Fingal in mid July
2009. As an example Figure 15 shows data from Fingal for the 18th–20th
of July 2015. The ambient temperature fell below −5 C in the early hours
of the 19th of July. The enclosure temperature only briefly fell below 0 C.
There is no indication of sporadically high PM10 at this time.
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Figure 11: Data from the Fingal station, 17–18 July 2009. Top panel:
PM10 (blue) and PM2.5 (red). Lower panel: Meteorological data. The internal enclosure temperature is shown by the blue line without symbols.
Sporadically elevated PM10 are co–incident in time with enclosure temperatures below 0 C.
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Figure 12: Installation of interim foam insulation at Fingal station, 23 July
2009.
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Figure 13: Data from the Fingal station, 23–24 July 2009. Top panel:
PM10 (blue) and PM2.5 (red). Lower panel: Meteorological data. The internal enclosure temperature is shown by the blue line without symbols.
The short break in the data–record near 10:00 AEST on the 23rd of July
indicates when the station was oﬀ–line for the insulation installation.
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Figure 14: View of the installation of Sheﬃeld station, February 2010. The
Proshield foam insulation is visible on the inside of the enclosure door and
on the internal side facing the camera. There is also insulation behind the
component mounting–plate, in the enclosure ceiling, and on the hidden side
the enclosure. On the enclosure floor is a thicker, high–density foam base
on which sit the DRX, battery, and battery charger.
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Figure 15: Data from the Fingal station, 18–20 July 2015. Top panel:
PM10 (blue) and PM2.5 (red). Lower panel: Meteorological data. The internal enclosure temperature is shown by the blue line without symbols. An
ambient temperature below −5 C was recorded in the early hours of the
19th of July 2015.
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5.9

The sampling inlet

The sample inlet (visible in Figure 1) is manufactured from a length of
12–mm diameter stainless steel tubing carefully bent into a semi–circle, a
kitchen funnel to act as a rain–shield, and half of a ‘tea–ball’ tea strainer to
prevent insects and other animals entering the heated inlet and DRX.

5.10

B&R enclosure

The IP66–rated, all–metal, B&R enclosure housing the station is approximately 600 mm wide, 800 mm high, and 300 mm deep. The door is secured
by two lockable handles. Vents are fitted high on each side. The right–hand
vent location is visible in Figure 14 as the dark circle near enclosure top.
The ventilation fan mentioned above exhausts through the left–hand vent.
As noted the BLANkET stations are oriented so the enclosure door opens
to the south.
There are cable glands in the floor of the cabinet for power and the
connection to the meteorological instruments. There are also glands in the
cabinet roof for the air inlet and 3G modem antenna.

5.11

Mounting post and frame

The stations are mounted on a treated timber frame consisting of two horizontal members bolted to a vertical post. The B&R enclosure is bolted to
the horizontal members.
Initially the vertical posts at all stations were set in concrete, with the
mains power connection being brought underground to the post. This configuration is shown in Figure 1. From mid 2012 onwards the vertical posts
have been mounted on a more portable cross–member stand. This makes
stations much more easily relocatable and also reduces installation costs at
deployment. The new–style frame is shown in Figure 16.

5.12

Extension to solar–powered stations

The new–style mounting frame was also incorporated in the design of a
solar–powered BLANkET station18 . A detailed description cannot be given
here, but in overview the solar–powered system uses a 250 W solar panel
and a 120–Amp–hour battery. However, this would not be enough to ensure
18

This system was designed by Andrew Cunningham. It is mostly known as solarBLANkET, but sometimes as electricBLANkET.
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Figure 16: The Westbury BLANkET station, north–central Tasmania,
February 2012 during station installation, showing the new–style mounting
frame.
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continued 24–hour operation through a Tasmanian winter at the power–
consumption rate of a BLANkET station (∼20 to 30 W). The solution
adapted was to use a small single–board linux computer19 for power–management
by putting the system into a low–power ‘sleep mode’ for 7 minutes of every
10. At the appropriate time the system is ‘woken’ by the computer and
allowed 1 minute to stabilise. The next minute is used to take the data–
point. The system remains awake in the third minute to allow the central
data–logging computer to obtain the data–point.
A view of a solar–powered BLANkET station is given in Figure 17.

Figure 17: A solar–powered BLANkET station deployed at Poatina, central
Tasmania, November 2014. The fencing is to protect the station from stock
animals.

19

The model used is a ‘waysmall sliverlode’ by Gumstix, in the USA.
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6

BLANKET software – overview

Purpose–written software performs the collection of BLANKET data from
the stations, as well as monitoring instrumental status, and station parameters such as enclosure temperature and heater operation. Real–time data
plots are also produced and uploaded to the EPA Division’s web pages every
10–minutes, along with several other visualisation products. Additionally
the software also performs comprehensive file handling, error logging and reporting functions, as well as some direct station management. The software
has been developed and augmented over the network lifetime, and is an integral part of the BLANkET system. The network operation and management
would be significantly more diﬃcult without the high–level of reliable data–
logging, reporting, and automated management that the software package
provides 20 .
The BLANKET software is written in ‘IDL’ – the Interactive Data Language’, a propriety software language which has a FORTRAN–like syntax.
IDL provides functionality for interrogating instruments via the internet,
for file management and data–handling, and for data–visualisation, and has
proved suited to the task. The BLANkET software currently runs under the
WindowsT M operating system. With experience however it is likely that if
the project were starting again the code would be written with open–source
software under linux, which provides the same functionality and power but
at no cost and often with more direct methods of accomplishing tasks. The
BLANKET software may be ported to open–source linux in future if resources permit21 .

6.1

Station interrogation via TCP/IP serial commands

Information is sent to and received from the stations via TCP/IP22 commands to the cybertec modem. IDL uses a socket–like call specifying the
20

The data–logging, daily data–plotting, and station management/monitoring software
was written by Andrew Cunningham, replacing earlier, less comprehensive, ‘proof of concept’ software by the current author. Web display and some other data–products use
software that has organically grown over time, and may be re–written in the future.
21
Experimental linux/bash data–logging scripts were written and tested in early 2015.
These scripts read the real–time DRX particle data and Vantage Pro2 meteorological data
from the stations, and logged these data, replicating the current data–file structures. Linux
provides a number of very useful utilities for network communication, text processing and
file-handling, hence the scripts themselves were relatively simple. These tests were carried
out using a Raspberry Pi single–board linux PC costing about $50.
22
TCP/IP is Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, a standard for sending
information across the internet.
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(static) IP address of the modem, together with a destination ’port’. The
station modems are configured to port–forward the command to the DRX
or Vantage Pro2 depending on the port specified in the call. The data–
logging software makes a series of such TCP/IP calls to each station every
10–minutes throughout a day.

6.2

Error logging and reporting

In general each TCP/IP call returns not only instrument status information or a data measurement, but also an error status, such as an internet
communications issue or an instrument fault. Such errors are logged, and in
many cases further action is taken. For example, detection of a serious error
condition on a given DRX instrument (such as a laser failure) means that
measurement data is not then attempted to be read from the instrument,
or written to a data file.
Error messages generated for a given station are compiled into daily
error–log files and archived. Shortly after the end of each calendar day any
error messages generated on that day are collected into one file and are
sent by email to several EPA oﬃcers. An example section of such an error
log is shown in Figure 18. The extract shows entries for only three of the
current 29 stations: BC = Bream Creek; GV = Geeveston; LD = Lilydale,
for the 11th of October 2015 (as shown by the ‘20151011’ entry following
each station abbreviation). A time–entry is given (as HHMMSS) followed
by the error message for each error. The ‘WebPlot’ copy fail is due to local
network issues and is not uncommon. The ‘communication problem’ entry
for Lilydale timed at 19:42:44 likely indicates a transitory network issue.
It was the only such error on this day for Lilydale. Continuously repeated
error messages on this type often indicate power–outages at a station.

Figure 18: Extract of an automatically generated day summary error log,
which is automatically compiled and sent by email shortly after the end of
a given calendar day.
These error logs, and the automatically generated email reports, are of
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significant utility in managing and troubleshooting the BLANkET network.

6.3

Configurability

A high–level configurability is possible for data collection, presentation and
station management for each station. This is possible through the configuration files. These are simple text files which are read by the software
to set various flags and options, and hence to control software behaviour.
The configuration files can be used to control overall data collection as well
as to set specific options for individual stations. An extract of part of the
configuration file for Fingal station is shown in Figure 19.
There is also a data collection configuration file that allows control of
some more global options, such as the email server to use and which addresses are to receive the daily emailed error logs.

6.4

Time–synchronisation

The network uses Australian Eastern Standard Time (AEST) throughout
the year as the time standard. Both the DRX and Vantage Pro2 instruments have the functionality of remote time–checking and time–setting.
The BLANkET data–logging software checks these clocks at each 10–minute
read, and adjusts the clock if the diﬀerence is greater than a user–settable
tolerance. Currently this tolerance is 10–seconds, as can be seen in the last
data line of Figure 19.
The cybertec modem has an on–board facility for time synchronisation
with an NTP time server. All BLANkET modems are set to regularly synchronise with the Tasmanian government time server. The data–logging and
web–production PCs in Hobart also regularly synchronise with this server.

6.5

File–management – station daily-files for DRX and meteorological data

Automatic file–management of data from the network is handled within the
BLANkET software, in some cases using utilities provided by IDL. Each day
of station data for the DRX and Vantage Pro2 are stored in separate day–
files as plain (ASCII) text. The file names include the station abbreviation
and date of data collection. This allows for straightforward retrieval and
plotting of required date intervals. Data from separate stations are kept in
station subdirectories, again allowing for easy automatic data selection. This
directory structure is used for both the real–time (10–minute) and logged
data (2–minute for the DRX, 30–minute for the Vantage Pro2).
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6.6

The graphical user interface (GUI) status panel

The status of the data collection process and station health is viewable on
the purpose–written graphical user interface (GUI) status panel. This gives
a list of stations together with information such as the time of the next
scheduled real–time data read and the next logged–data download for the
DRX and Vanatge Pro2, the status of the switching relays, and the current
PM10 and PM2.5 readings. Normal conditions are colour–coded with a green
background. Pending operations are coded in yellow background. Error
states are shown with a red background together with a short message. This
GUI–panel provides a rapid and eﬀective way of visually assessing current
network status.
A screen–grab of the GUI panel from the afternoon of the 15th of October 2015 is shown in Figure 20. The last six rows in the table report
the status of Low–Volume Air Samplers (LVAS) at the Hobart, Launceston
and Devonport air stations. BLANkET station ‘DT’ (Devonport, 11th from
bottom) is shown with a flow error state.
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Figure 19: Extract from the station configuration file for Fingal, showing
settable options and values. Comment lines are preceded with a ‘#’.
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Figure 20: A screenshot of the GUI (graphical user interface) control and status panel, from the afternoon of the
15th of October 2015. BLANkET station ‘DT’ (Devonport, 11th from bottom) is shown with a flow error state.

6.7

Data–logging

As can readily be understood from much of the foregoing, the actual reading of data–measurement values from the DRX DustTrak and Vantage Pro2
weather station is only a small part of the overall data–logging software.
Relevant status information and associated ‘metadata’ are of equal importance to measurement process. Certain of these associated data are collected
along with the measurement value, as will be described further below.
The BLANkET system utilises two data streams:
• Real-time data – these are read from the DRX and Vantage Pro2 via
the network each 10–minutes throughout a day. These data appear on
the EPA Division’s web pages within a few minutes of collection. If the
3G network link to a given station is not operational at the scheduled
time of the interrogation the real–time data are not recoverable as
such.
• Logged data – these are logged onto the DRX (at a 2–minute rate) and
Vantage Pro2 (at a 30–minute rate) and are downloaded once per day.
If the 3G link is not operation at the scheduled time of the read the
data continue to be stored on–board each instrument until the next
scheduled logged–data read, one day later. The DRX can store over
30 days of 2–minute data. The Vantage Pro2 can store approximately
30–days of 30–minute data. Hence as long as the 3G network returns
to operational status within 30–days no logged data are lost. In the
event of the link not returning to operation status in 30 days (which
has not happened so far, but could perhaps arise if a cybertec modem
failed irrecoverably) the data can be downloaded from the instruments
during a station visit. The logged data from the DRX can be used to
‘gap–fill’ any interruptions to the real–time data–sequence, as well as
being of interest in their own right as a high–time resolution record.
6.7.1

File headers

The day–data files for both the DRX and Vantage Pro2 measurements include header lines which describe the file context. Metadata such as the site
location is also included. In this sense these plain text (ASCII), comma–
separated variable (csv) files are self–describing, and can easily be imported
into other data–processing software. The header lines are created on the
first reading of data from the station each day. The station locations are
read from the configuration files mentioned above.
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6.7.2

Information stored in the data files

• DRX files: The real–time DRX data files include information regarding
the instrument status and station health, as well as the PM10 and
PM2.5 measurements. An example of the two header lines and first
data line for a DRX real–time data file is given below. Line numbers
here have been labelled, e.g. as 1>, for reference but do not appear in
the data files. (Note: the line length in the data files are too long to
fit across one page of this report.)
Line 1 gives the station identifier (in this case ‘DE’, for Derby), the
latitude, longitude and altitude, the station IP address (masked out
in this report), and a description of the file contents (DRX real–time
data and status flags).
Line 2 is the column description header. The first entry refers to
time as hours–minute–seconds (hhmmss), then follow in order the serial number of the DRX, the calibration values PCF and SCF23 , the
elapsed time (in seconds) the DRX has been continuously running,
the values of PM1 , PM2.5 , PM4 , PM10 , and ‘PMTotal ’, the DRX status flags, and data related to the digital input lines on the Cybertec
modem24 .
1> # DE,20151018,Lat=041:08:59.71,Lon=147:48:13.67,Alt=156, IP=172.NN.NN.NNN,
BLANkET real-time DRX data +status flags+di1+di2
2> # hhmmss,SN,PCF,SCF,Elapsed Time,PM1,PM2.5,PM4,PM10,PMTotal, 17xStatusFlags,
5xDI1, 5xDI2
3> 000217, 8533121812,0.500,1.269,35030,0.001,0.002,0.002,0.003,0.003,
sf,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,100,0, di1,0,597120.00,7699,2835928,1445090525,
di2,0,486.20,1,2835928,1445090526,

The instrument serial number, PCF, SCF, and status–flag values are
read from the DRX along with the particle mass measurements every
10–minutes. Hence every 10–minute real–time PM2.5 and PM10 data–
point from the BLANkET network is linked to a particular DRX unit
operating with a specified calibration setting, recorded together with
the values of the instrument status flags.
• Vantage Pro2 meteorological files: The BLANkET meteorological data
files are similar to the DRX files in that two header lines provide
site metadata and a data–column description. An example real–time
23
24

Photometric Calibration Factor and the Size Calibration Factor
These will be discussed further below.
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meteorological data file is given below. The Vantage Pro2 does not
appear to provide a serial number for a given Vantage Pro2 console.
As noted earlier no local calibrations are applied to the meteorological
sensors. Hence the file–entries consist of meteorological data alone.
1> # DE,20151018,Lat=041:08:59.71,Lon=147:48:13.67,Alt=156,IP=172.NN.NN.NNN,
BLANkET real-time met data
2> # hhmmss,Tout(degC),Tin(degC),P(hPa),RHout(%),RHin(%),RF(mm),RFRate(mm/hr),
WS(m/s),WS10min(m/s),WD(deg)
3> 000210, 5.0, 11.5,1025.7, 98, 57, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,227.0

6.7.3

Daily–plot creation

The BLANkET data–logging software also produces data–plots for the current day for each station. An example for Derby from 2013 is shown in
Figure 21. These station plots are updated with new data each 10–minutes
throughout the day and are automatically made available on the EPA Division’s web page. Soon after midnight each day a ‘yesterday’s plot’ is made
showing the complete day of data and day–average values of PM2.5 , PM10 ,
and meteorological data. The plots are archived on EPA Division servers.
6.7.4

‘Technical plots’

In addition to the daily ‘public web plots’ noted in the previous section a
daily ‘technical plot’ is also produced. An example for Fingal for the 19th of
July 2015 is presented in Figure 22. The ‘tech plot’ shows additional information such as the PM10 −PM2.5 time–series and the heater duty cycle, as
well as ‘inside enclosure’ temperature and relative humidity and other meteorological data. The additional data shown provides valuable information
regarding the station status and local conditions but makes the image less
easily assimilated. For this reason these plots are only for internal use, and
are not made available on the EPA Division’s web page. The technical plots
are also archived daily.
6.7.5

Data–tables

A data table of the most recent values of PM2.5 and PM10 is also updated
each 10–minutes. Part of this table is shown in Figure 23. A table of rolling
hourly–average PM2.5 is also produced and displayed on the web site of the
Department of Health and Human Services25 , along with health related
information pertaining to ambient smoke.
25

http://www.dhhs.tas.gov.au/publichealth/alerts/air
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Figure 21: An example of the ‘current day plot’, in this instance for Derby
station for the 5th of April 2013. These station plots are updated with
new data each 10–minutes throughout the day and are automatically made
available on the EPA Division’s web page.
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Figure 22: An example of the daily ‘tech plot’, in this instance for Fingal station for the 19th of July 2015. The technical plot shows additional
information to that presented on the public web plot.
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Figure 23: An example of the ‘current data table’, for 19th October 2015
at 13:20 AEST. Only part of the full table is shown. This table is updated
each 10–minutes throughout the day and is available on the EPA Division’s
web page.
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6.8

System checks and data reads

At the scheduled time to read the 10–minute real–time data, each station in
the configuration list is interrogated as follows. At each step an unsuccessfully completed command generates an error condition, as noted above. Not
every step is itemised in the list below, but the overall process is described.
• The 3G connection to the modem is checked;
• The heater and fan state are found by interrogating the state of the
modem digital output lines;
• The DRX instrument status flags are read. If a critical condition is
flagged (such as a laser or pump fail) reading of the instrument is
halted and an error condition raised;
• The relevant data are requested. For real–time data the DRX state is
also read26 ;
• In a real–time data–read, the Vantage Pro2 meteorological data are
read prior to reading the DRX. This allows the station enclosure temperature to be determined early in each read sequence, and if needed
the station can be shut down to prevent thermal damage;
• For the DRX read, the unit’s serial number and calibration values
(PCF and SCF) are read along with the particle mass–concentration
data;
• The real–time data are time–stamped and are written to the relevant
station daily–data file;
• Updated daily plots are generated;
• The DRX and Vantage Pro2 console on–board real-time clocks are
checked. If the time error for either clock is greater than a set limit
(currently 10 seconds) it is corrected;
• Data files are backed up to the local server disk;
• Error logs are updated if needed.
26
The DRX status should be ‘Running’ for data collection to proceed. If the status
is ‘Idle’ a start command is issued. If the status is ‘Zeroing’ the program pauses for
67 seconds to allow the zero to complete, etc.
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6.9

‘DRX engineering status’ checks

It was noted earlier that the DRX also has a suite of engineering–level commands that provide detailed ‘board–level’ operating status information. Access to these commands, which are not normally available to the user, has
proved to be extremely important in tracking DRX system behaviour and
planning maintenance work.
The engineering command set includes functions to read the analogue–
to–digital (A/D) levels for both the pump voltage and the laser diode. The
pump speed (as a percent of full scale) is also available via these commands.
Both the pump and laser diode are stabilised via feedback circuits. As the
pump and laser age, and eﬃciency falls, the supply pump voltage, pump
speed, and laser current are increased to keep the same flow rate and laser
intensity. Hence a time–series of these values tracks component performance
for an individual DRX.
These engineering commands are accessible only after a certain code
is passed to the DRX. The allows the engineering commands to be used
for a limited time. The functions that retrieve the pump and laser diode
‘health’ values are not currently automatically run through the BLANkET
software, but are episodically activated, on the time–scale of a few weeks,
to check the state of the network DRXs. It is considered that it would
be advantageous if future DRX firmware releases allowed a sub–set of the
engineering commands to be run without the need to pass the unlock code
to the unit.

6.10

SNMP communication

As mentioned the Cybertec modem provides two digital input lines (DI) and
two digital output (DO) lines. The output lines are used to switch relays to
power cycle the DRX and for ‘failsafe’ software control of the inlet heater.
One of the input lines provides a logic level indicating whether the inlet
heater is currently powered on. The other input line provides a logic level
indicating whether the venting fan is on.
Reading the state of the DI lines and control of the DO lines is via
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) commands sent to the Cybertec modem. The modem includes several on–board timers. One timer
is configured to record the ‘on time’ of the logic level for the heater power.
This provides a duty–cycle measurement for the inlet heater. Typically the
heater power cycles every few minutes, with an average power–on fraction
near 30% of the day.
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6.11

Web–data display

A separate PC also running IDL software creates some images used to
present the BLANkET data. The general principle is to use ‘static’ html’
pages with dynamic JPEG image files. After each real–time read the JPEG
image is updated with the new data, as noted earlier. One of the most viewed
pages is probably the ‘clickable’ real–time data map, as shown in Figure 24.
The map image is updated approximately every 10–minutes throughout the
day. The underlying html code from the full page provides the clickable links
to each station’s daily data plots. When stations are added or removed from
the network the html file is manually updated.
This PC also runs software written in the open–source package GNU–
Octave to produce various other data images. One of these is a ‘schematic
map’ which shows not only PM10 and PM2.5 but meteorological data as well.
For this map the image of Tasmania has been skewed to allow station data
to be displayed without overlapping. An example is shown in Figure 25.
This map also updated every 10–minutes.
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Figure 24: The real-time data map for the BLANkET network showing the
most recent PM10 and PM2.5 . The map is updated approximately every
10–minutes throughout the day.
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Figure 25: The ‘schematic map’ for the BLANkET network showing the most recent PM10 , PM2.5 and meteorological data. The map is updated approximately every 10–minutes throughout the day.

Additionally, day–averaged plots of PM2.5 and PM10 for each station are
automatically updated at 01:00 AEST each day with the previous day of
data. Figure 26 shows the (automatically generated) day–averaged plot for
Hadspen station, northern Tasmania, for 2015 up to the time of writing.

Figure 26: A plot of day–averaged PM2.5 and PM10 for Hadspen for 2015 up
to the time of writing. This plot is automatically updated at 01:00 AEST
each day and is immediately available on the EPA Division’s web site.
Text files of the most recent real–time PM2.5 and PM10 data, and meteorological data, are also automatically produced and are available on the
EPA Division’s web27 . These numerical data are used by agencies including the University of Tasmania (as part of their forest–fire–danger mapping
tool), Bureau of Meteorology (through the Weather–on–Web site) and the
Asthma Foundation of Tasmania (for social media smoke alerts).

27

These and other data–products can be accessed via the ‘data–plot selector page’ at
http://epa.tas.gov.au/air/live/day av plots/plot selector.html.
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7

DRX DustTrak calibration

Calibration is of fundamental importance if the DRX DustTrak is to be used
for more than a relative measure of particle concentration. The DRX has
a versatile and flexible means of achieving this. The two calibration parameters, the PCF and SCF28 eﬀectively mean that the PM2.5 and PM10 −PM2.5 fractions
can be independently adjusted. This is particularly suitable for Tasmanian
conditions, as noted, where smoke dominates the PM2.5 fraction, and sea–
salt aerosols are prevalent in the PM10 −PM2.5 part.
The methodology in use in BLANkET is a two–step process. Two DRX
DustTraks are in continuous operation at the Hobart New Town station,
and have been adjusted with respect to Low–Volume Air Samplers (LVAS)
measuring PM10 and PM2.5 . These DRXs are regularly re–checked against
the LVAS data. All BLANkET network DRXs are then calibrated with
respect to one of the New Town DRXs prior to field deployment. This
section discusses the calibration process.
7.0.1

The Tasmanian EPA NATA accredited reference monitoring system

The Tasmanian EPA Division operates three main air stations as part of the
requirements of the Air NEPM29 . These stations, at Hobart (New Town),
Launceston (Ti Tree Bend), and Devonport all have Low–Volume Air Samplers (LVAS) operating daily measuring PM10 and PM2.5 , and Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) 1400AB instruments operating continuously for PM10 and PM2.5 . The stations operate under a full NATA30
accredited Quality Assurance/Quality Control system31 .

7.1

Calibration of New Town (Hobart) DRXs against Low–
Volume Air Samplers

Day–averaged data from the two DRX units operating at the New Town
station are compared with the LVAS PM10 and PM2.5 data. The method of
28

Photometric Calibration Factor and Size Calibration Factor
Formally, this is the National Environmental Protection (Ambient Air Quality) Measure, informally known as the Air NEPM
30
NATA is the National Association of Testing Authorities.
31
Low Volume Air Sampler Methods: PM2.5 by ASNZS 3580.9.10. NATA Accreditation
date 07 April 2009. PM10 by ASNZS 3580.9.9. NATA Accreditation date 07 April 2009.
Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) method: PM10 by ANZS 3580.9.8.
TEOM constants: A=3.00; B=1.030. NATA Accreditation date 29 September 2010.
29
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determining PCF and SCF is very similar to that described in the DRX operating manual in Appendix B (as the Gravimetric method, option 2). It is
also described (almost identically) in the TSIInc application note EXPMN–
005, ‘DustTrak DRX Aerosol monitor calibration methods’32 . In outline,
the LVAS data are compared with day–averaged DRX data for an interval
of several months. The PCF that makes the DRX PM2.5 closest to the LVAS
PM2.5 , here termed PCFnew , can be found from
PCFnew = ( PM2.5L ) / ( PM2.5D ) × PCFold , (1)
and the new SCF, SCFnew , is found from:
SCFnew = [( PM10L - PM2.5L ) / (PM10D - PM2.5D )](1/3) × SCFold , (2)
where the L and D subscripts refer to the LVAS and DRX respectively. The
initial values of PCFold and SCFold will be the factory default values of
unity for both factors. After the first calibration has been performed, and
the values are to be re–checked in a later comparison, the values of PCFold
and SCFold will be those currently programmed into the DRX33 .
The theory behind the calibration method can be found in the paper by
Wang et al. (2009)34 . Wang et al. (2009) note that the expected value of the
PCF for a given aerosol can be approximately determined from the equation:
PCFaerosol ∼ [ ρaerosol / ρA1 ] × PCFA1 , (3)
where ρaerosol is the density of the aerosol to be measured, ρA1 is the density
of A1 ultrafine dust35 , which is 2650 kg m−3 , and PCFA1 is set by definition
to be unity. Woodsmoke has a density near 1300 kg m−3 , indicating the
PCFaerosol for woodsmoke should be near 0.5. As shown below, the average
PCF derived for the BLANkET DRX fleet, for Tasmanian smoke, is indeed
near 0.5.
32

Available from www.tsi.com.
It is worth noting that mathematically it is equivalent to either a) measure with the
DRX using factory default values of PCF and SCF, or indeed any nominal value for these,
and then apply the equations given here with appropriate PCF and SCF values post–hoc
after data collection; or b) to program in the ‘new’ PCF and SCF prior to the measurement
and use the reported data directly. The latter approach is probably preferable as it is more
intuitive and may be less prone to error
34
‘A Novel Optical Instrument for Estimating Size Segregated Aerosol Mass in Real
Time’, Aerosol Science and Technology, volume 43:9, pp 939–950, 2009.
35
Formerly know as ‘Arizona road dust’.
33
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7.1.1

Early New Town comparison data – 2009 and 2010

Figure 27 shows Hobart data from April–June 2009, with PM10 in the upper
pane and PM2.5 in the lower panel. Both LVAS and (initially) calibrated
day–averaged DRX data are shown. The DRX had been calibrated in at New
Town in the months prior to the data shown here. Inspection of these data
showed that the calibrated DRX was underestimating PM2.5 by around 10%.
The initial calibration was based on data collected in summer and autumn,
when ambient PM2.5 values were often low. Consequently the winter 2009
data were used to derive improved values of the PCF and SCF.

Figure 27: A plot of PM10 (upper panel) and PM2.5 (lower panel) for New
Town Hobart for April–June 2009, showing both Low–Volume Air Sampler
data and calibrated DRX day–averaged data.
Figure 28 shows Hobart New Town LVAS and day–averaged DRX data
for April–September 2010, derived using the improved DRX calibration. The
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one set of (PCF, SCF) paired values was used in producing this plot, showing
that the DRX and calibration was stable over the six month data–interval
presented here.

7.2
7.2.1

Calibration of network DRXs against New Town DRXs
The ‘smoke box’ – smoke and A1 ultrafine dust

The two Hobart DRX units are used to calibrate all DRX instruments sent
to the other network sites. The principle is to adjust the PCF and SCF
factors of the DRX to be deployed so it reads the same, within error, as one
or other of the New Town DRXs.
Initially, at the commencement of BLANkET, the calibration was carried
out at New Town using ambient air data. Typically the DRX to be calibrated
was run for a number of hours at night simultaneously with the New Town
units. After a good range of ambient concentrations was experienced the
new PCF and SCF factors were calculated.
This ‘field–calibration’ was used for the initial deployments of five stations in north-east Tasmania in May 2009. The procedure was however
resource–intensive, both in staﬀ and time, and relied on obtaining comparative measurements over a representative range of ambient particle levels.
To improve the eﬃciency and reproducibility of the DRX calibration
process a calibration system was designed and built in mid 200936 . The
calibration system, known locally as ‘the smoke box’, consists of three plastic
containers joined by tubing, as shown in Figure 29. The inlets of the DRX
to be calibrated and one of the New Town DRX units are connected to the
lower box. The DRXs sample smoke and A1 ultrafine dust that has been
(sequentially) introduced into the lower box from the upper two boxes. The
smoke sampling data are used to derive the PCF, and the A1 ultrafine dust
sampling is used to derive the SCF, for the DRX being calibrated. The
calibration procedure occurs under software control (again written in IDL)
via a menu–drive GUI, as is described below.
The calibration of a field DRX with this system takes approximately
10 to 20 minutes, and is highly reproducible. The facility provided by the
calibration box proved to be absolutely vital to the operation of BLANkET
in the early years when the DRXs were suﬀering failures in the field due to
laser and pump issues. The ability to rapidly re–calibrate repaired units and
hence to redeploy them in a timely manner kept the network in operation.
36

The design and construction was by Andrew Cunningham. The total cost of the
components was approximately $200, excluding the laptop for instrument control.
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Figure 28: A plot of PM10 (upper panel) and PM2.5 (lower panel) for New
Town Hobart for April–September 2010, showing both Low–Volume Air
Sampler data (triangular symbols) and calibrated DRX day–averaged data
(squares).
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All boxes have small, computer–type, mixing fans. The A1 ultrafine box
(second box in the stack) and the lower box (‘mixing box’) have aluminium
foil covering the box insides. The foil is earthed. Initial work found that the
uncertainties of the derived SCF values (which uses the A1 dust for the comparison) was high for repeated runs with the same DRX units. Electrostatic
filtering eﬀects were suspected as the cause. After the earthed aluminium foil
was installed the uncertainty of the SCF values was substantially reduced.

Figure 29: The EPA Divison’s ‘smoke and dust’ calibration box, showing
the operational configuration. Almost all operations are controlled from a
menu–driven GUI on the laptop computer.
In use, several matches are struck, and, after the initial ignition–phase
is complete and the matchwood itself is alight, are placed on a small metal
plate in the ‘smoke box’ and the lid placed on. This box fills with smoke
as the matches burn out. The fan in this box is switched on at this time.
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The two DRX units are ‘warmed up’ by running for a few minutes, and a
zero–check is performed. Data collection is started on both DRXs, and the
charging valves are opened to allow smoke from the top box to enter the
bottom (mixing) box and hence to be sampled by the DRXs. These valves
are closed when the DRXs read near 300 µg m−3 . The smoke concentration
slowly decays as the DRXs continue to sample from the mixing box, where
only clean air is drawn in once the charging valves are closed.
The middle (A1 dust) box is charged37 . After allowing 2 minutes for
mixing in this box, the valves are opened to allow the dust to move to the
lower box and to the DRXs. The A1 dust gives the larger size particles for
the SCF determination. The A1 dust concentrations also slowly decrease
over time.
After the particle concentrations measured by the DRXs return to more
near ‘background levels’ the sampling is stopped, and the data are downloaded from the instruments for processing on the laptop. The entire calibration sequence takes 10 to 20 minutes.
7.2.2

‘Smoke–box DRX calibration’ – a GUI–driven process

The multi–step calibration process is made very straightforward by a purpose–
written, menu–drive GUI in IDL38 . The GUI is shown in Figure 30. This
shows in the upper third of the GUI certain parameters of the DRXs in use.
(In practice the fields of ID, PCF, and SCF are populated once the DRXs
are connected.) The middle third is a series of control buttons that initiate
certain processes. The lower third shows the data directories, configuration
files, and the exit button.
The process steps controlled by the GUI are:
• Check Comms: This ensures the laptop and software can communicate
with both DRX instruments.
• Load Pre–Cal Config: The network DRXs are set to log data every
2 minutes, and operate with a 60 second time constant. Loading the
calibration configuration changes the measurement program to 1 second data logging with a 1 second time constant.
• Auto–Zero: Performs a zero–check on the DRXs.
• Set time: Ensures the real–time clocks on the DRXs are synchronised.
37

This is done via a reservoir of A1 dust in a detergent squeeze–bottle, visible on the
right of Figure 29.
38
Software written by Andrew Cunningham.
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Figure 30: The menu–driven GUI that controls the DRX calibration process.

• Download data: This is conducted after the smoke and A1 dust have
been sampled by the DRXs.
• Process Data: The downloaded data are processed to derive the new
PCF and SCF for the DRX under calibration. Data plot and calibration–
record tables are produced at this stage. If the calibration is assessed
as satisfactory this step will load the new PCF and SCF values to the
DRX being calibrated. If the calibration is judged to be unsatisfactory
the DRXs can re–sample the smoke and A1 dust again by re–opening
the appropriate valves as described above, and the new data can be
downloaded by the GUI using the previous button.
• Load Post–Cal Config: This will reset the measurement program for
network operation (e.g. logging data at 2–minute intervals) for both
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DRX units.
An example of the data plot produced in the ‘Process Data’ step is given
in Figure 31. The top panel shows PM2.5 , the middle panel shows PM10 ,
and the lower panel shows PM10 −PM2.5 . Three DRX data–traces are shown
on each panel. The data from the DRX to be calibrated, in this case serial
number [8533]083910, are shown as blue triangles. The ‘reference’ (New
Town) DRX, serial number [8533]091301, is shown as the red squares. These
data are partly obscured by the black crosses, which are the data from the
DRX 083910 after transforming with the newly derived PCF and SCF. Also
shown as the dotted line is a fit to the decay of the smoke concentrations
(upper panel) and the A1 dust (lower panel). In a successful calibration
process the black crosses (transformed DRX data with the new PCF and
SCF) and the red squares (‘reference’ DRX data) should overlap.
Also automatically generated by the calibration software are least–square
fits to the data. An example of these are shown in Figure 32. The top panels
show the initial ‘field’ DRX data plotted against the reference DRX data –
the left–top panel shows PM2.5 , the right–top panel shows PM10 −PM2.5 .
The data points are shown as triangular symbols, while the solid line is the
least squares linear fit. The dotted lines show the 1:1 gradient. The DRX
serial numbers are shown in the axis labels with the common ‘8533’ prefix
omitted. The parameters of the fit are shown the upper left of each plot.
For these data the ‘field’ DRX was initially reading low compared to the
reference DRX for PM2.5 (left–top panel, the fitted gradient was 0.836), but
was reading high for PM10 −PM2.5 (right–top panel, the fitted gradient was
1.26). The lower panels show the fits between the ‘corrected’ (transformed)
field DRX (i.e. the data obtained using the new PCF and SCF from the
calibration for the field DRX) plotted against the reference DRX. In both
cases the intercepts are zero and the gradients are unity for the least–squares
fits. These plots aﬀord a ready means of visually assessing the calibration
quality.
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Figure 31: Example DRX smoke–box calibration data. top panel: PM2.5 .
Middle panel: PM10 10. Lower panel: PM10 −PM2.5 . The time–axis extends
for seven minutes. See the text for details.
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Figure 32: Example DRX calibration least–squares fit plots. Top panels:
PM2.5 (right) and PM10 −PM2.5 (left) ‘to be calibrated’ field DRX versus ‘reference’ DRX data. Lower panels: PM2.5 (left) and PM10 10−PM2.5 (right)
transformed (‘calibrated’) field DRX versus reference DRX data.
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7.2.3

Automated calibration record–generation

The relevant data for a given calibration is also automatically written to a
text file. An example of this file type is given in Figure 33. The information
stored in these files includes the date and time, the serial numbers of the
DRXs (i.e. the ‘field’ and the reference unit), the initial PCF and SCF of
the field DRX, and the PCF and SCF of the reference DRX, the number of
data points used for the calibration, the fit parameters and statistics, and
the final PCF and SCF.
It was noted earlier that each 10–minute real-time BLANkET station
measurement of PM2.5 and PM10 is recorded with the serial number of the
DRX and the PCF and SCF values. Therefore each measurement can be
linked, through the information chain, to a specific calibration date against
a ‘reference’ DRX. This provides a measure of ‘traceability’ to each BLANkET data point back to one or the two New Town DRXs and hence to the
Tasmanian EPA Division’s reference air monitoring data.

7.3

Closing the loop – comparison of the Launceston DRX
and Low–Volume Sampler data

The processes described above involved calibrating the network DRX instruments prior to deployment at the station field sites. Some verification
studies were undertaken by running a separate DRX adjacent to a station39
to compare data, but in general a full evaluation of the field performance
could not be made. This however became possible when resources made it
possible to install a DRX at the Ti Tree Bend air station in Launceston in
early 2012. Reference level Low-Volume Air Samplers (LVAS) for PM10 and
PM2.5 are operated daily at Ti Tree Bend, providing a means of independently assessing the field performance of a DRX calibrated in Hobart against
a ‘reference’ New Town DRX. Figure 34 shows the data for Ti Tree Bend
for the LVAS and DRX for PM10 (top panel) and PM2.5 (lower panel) for
the winter of 2012. As noted, the DRX was calibrated in Hobart against a
New Town DRX, that was in turn calibrated against LVAS data from the
Hobart New Town air station. The level of agreement shown in Figure 34
for both PM10 and PM2.5 is considered to demonstrate the applicability of
‘Hobart calibrated’ DRXs for PM2.5 and PM10 measurement in Tasmania40
39

Some comparisons have been made with the Travel BLANkET unit, see below
Note that much of the PM10 signal in Figure 34 is from PM2.5 .
The
PM10 −PM2.5 metric is considered a more stringent test of the DRX field performance. BLANkET is considered primarily as a smoke–measurement network. The DRX
PM10 −PM2.5 data are looked on as a indication of aerosol loading in the coarse fraction.
40
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Figure 33: Example calibration summary file, produced automatically for
each calibration.
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Figure 34: Comparison of Low Volume Air Sampler (LVAS) and DRX for
Launceston Ti Tree Bend station, winter 2012. Top: PM10 ; Bottom: PM2.5 .
The DRX was calibrated in Hobart against a New Town DRX, using the
‘smoke box’, and then deployed to Launceston.
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7.4

Consistency of the PCF and SCF from the BLANkET
DRX fleet

Figure 35 shows a histogram of BLANkET PCF calibration factors derived
for 22 DRX units from calibrations performed in 2011. This is not the full
data record but uses a data compilation made for another purpose. Most
units cluster near 0.45, but there are four outliers, one low, three high.
Figure 36 shows the SCF values for the same units. The mean SCF is close
to 1.65, but there is considerable range. These figures show the importance
of individual calibration of each DRX for optimal field measurement.
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Figure 35: PCF histogram.
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Figure 36: SCF histogram.
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7.5

DRX stability – consistency of calibrations over time

Of great interest is the stability of the DRX units in field service. Ideally
the calibration factor should not drift significantly over time. Many units
used in the early BLANkET years suﬀered field failures, requiring factory
servicing and recalibration. Other units, particularly after the early trouble–
shooting was completed, ran for up to several years continuously with no
major problem. When these were brought in for general maintenance many
were compared with a New Town DRX before any work was commenced.
Figure 37 shows separately the ratio of PM2.5 and PM10 −PM2.5 of these
(pre–maintenance) DRXs to the reference DRX serial number 8533091203,
plotted against the number of days of continuous operation of the field DRX.
Ideally the ratios would be close to unity. The PM10 −PM2.5 data show
some scatter, with a mean of ratio of 1.08 and standard deviation 0.27.
The PM2.5 show a mean ratio of 1.02, with a standard deviation of 0.06
(i.e. 6%), even including field DRXs that had been operating up to and
over 800 days. These data show that the DRX instruments are capable of
long–term, unattended, stable operation in the field for PM2.5 measurement
in Tasmania.
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Figure 37: cal stability.
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Data availability: real–time and logged data

The data–availability for real–time and logged data are given for each station
in the following tables. The station commissioning start dates are also given.
Data up to the 25th of October 2015 were included in the calculation. Data
availability is quoted as a duty–cycle fraction, where 1.0 would mean a
complete data series with no missing data.
The real–time data availability has been found by determining the number of real–time data points in each daily file for each station - the data
acquisition rate is 10 minutes meaning a complete data file should contain
144 data points. The real–time data fraction is therefore not a measure
of contemporary availability of the data on the EPA Division web page:
On a small number of instances the local network connection from the PC
data–loggers to the web pages has been temporarily unavailable. The duration and number of these outages is not measured, but is considered to be
minimal.
It should also be noted that in a small number of cases a real–time data
file may contain more than 144 data points. This is a consequence of some
manually initiated network data–reads during testing. These very few cases
have not been removed from the calculations as they will have a negligible
eﬀect on the overall duty–cycle fraction.
Table 1 shows for each station the operating dates, to 25th October
2015, and the calculated duty–cycle fraction. The duty–cycle fraction at
most stations is greater than 0.95. The lowest values are from Deloraine
(0.95) where it appears that general data traﬃc leads causes local network
congestion, and the two solar–powered stations at Poatina (0.95) and Mornington (0.93). Mornington was the prototype solar–powered station. The
testing phases are included in the duty–cycle calculation. As noted earlier
the solar–powered stations are only energised for 3 minutes in every ten.
A centrally–initiated data–read of these stations is timed to request a data
point in the 3rd minute of the power–up interval. If the timing of this request is slightly delayed then that data–read of the solar–powered station
will fail. Even with the lower availability from these three stations, the
overall performance across the network is considered very good.
Figure 38 shows a plot of daily data–availability for the real–time data for
Derby, which is the longest established BLANkET station. Other stations
are similar. The duty–cycle is generally higher after mid 2011. The few
instances of values greater than unity are due to manually initiated data–
reads for testing.
The logged–data availability is measured in the same way, but in this
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BLANkET station
Smithton
Wynyard
Emu River
West Ulverstone
Sheﬃeld
Devonport
Deloraine
Westbury
Carrick
Hadspen
Perth
Longford
George Town
Exeter
South Launceston
Ti Tree Bend (L’ton)
Lilydale
Scottsdale
Derby
St Helens
Fingal
Poatina
Campbell Town
Bream Creek
New Norfolk
Bryn Estyn
Gretna
Hobart
Mornington
Clearys Gates
Huonville
Judbury
Geeveston

Start date
YYYMMDD
20110324
20110325
20100225
20100225
20100226
20131108
20130207
20130207
20100325
20130207
20130517
20130218
20110714
20100218
20100721
20120314
20091012
20091012
20091012
20091009
20091013
20141031
20120910
20140703
20120820
20100223
20100223
20091119
20130625
20100716
20091130
20091130
20091130

End date
YYYMMDD
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20140701
20151025
20130212
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20151025
20130227
20151025
20151025
20151025
20130211
20151025
20151025
20151025

RT Duty–cycle
fraction
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.95
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.96
0.97
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.95
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.93
0.96
0.98
0.99
0.99

Table 1: Duty–cycle fraction for real–time DRX data
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Derby: mean duty cycle is 0.97
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Figure 38: Daily duty–cycle of real–time data availabilty for Derby BLANkET station. The few instances of values greater than unity are due to
manually initiated data–reads for testing.
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case as data are logged at 2–minute intervals a complete file will contain
720 data points41 . Table 2 shows the calculated duty cycles up to 27th
October 2015. The entries for the two solar–powered stations are given in
parenthesis. These stations log two data–points each ten minutes, giving a
total of 288 possible data points per day. The duty–cycles for these stations
are given as a fraction of this total. As for the real–time data, the logged–
data availability is very high across the network.
For completeness, an example of the daily–duty–cycle for the logged
data, in this instance for Emu River station, is given in Figure 39.

41

It was noted that these data are downloaded once per day from the DRX. The DRX
firmware requires that sampling must be stopped in order to download data. Network
congestion can occasionally result in a slow download speed, meaning a logged–data point
can sometimes be missed before the DRX is automatically restarted. Also from late 2014
every DRX is power–cycled daily after the logged–data download to avoid issues of the
type reported in Section B.4.4. This also can result in a missed logged–data measurement.
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BLANkET station
Smithton
Wynyard
Emu River
West Ulverstone
Sheﬃeld
Devonport
Deloraine
Westbury
Carrick
Hadspen
Perth
Longford
George Town
Exeter
South Launceston
Ti Tree Bend (L’ton)
Lilydale
Scottsdale
Derby
St Helens
Fingal
Poatina
Campbell Town
Bream Creek
New Norfolk
Bryn Estyn
Gretna
Hobart
Mornington
Clearys Gates
Huonville
Judbury
Geeveston

Start date
YYYMMDD
20110324
20110325
20100225
20100225
20100226
20131108
20130206
20130206
20100325
20130130
20130517
20130206
20110713
20100218
20100721
20120314
20090617
20090702
20090113
20090630
20081130
20141031
20120726
20140703
20120820
20100223
20100223
20090710
20130625
20100716
20091130
20091130
20091130

End date
YYYMMDD
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20140630
20151027
20130128
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20151027
20130226
20151027
20151027
20151027
20130211
20151027
20151027
20151027

Logged Duty–cycle
fraction
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.99
1.00
0.98
1.00
0.99
0.92
0.98
1.00
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.97
0.91
0.97
0.91
(1.00)
0.95
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.92
(0.97)
0.97
0.96
0.99
0.99

Table 2: Duty–cycle fraction for logged DRX data
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Emu River: mean duty cycle is 0.99
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Figure 39: Daily duty–cycle of logged–data for Emu River BLANkET station.
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9

‘Travel BLANkET’

Travel BLANkET is a car–based smoke–measurement instrument that is
used to map the spatial distribution of smoke in Tasmanian towns and communities. It has mainly been used for winter–time domestic woodsmoke
surveys, but has also been used to measure smoke plumes from planned
burns and to assist in incident response.
The system is based on a DRX DustTrak, calibrated as for the BLANkET units, in a box with a heated inlet, battery, and local router. Ambient
air is sampled via a ∼1 metre teflon tube that extends outside the car. A
USB GPS unit allows the measurements to be geo–located. A thermistor
and ultrasonic wind sensor also are mounted on the outside of the car, giving
ambient temperature and wind speed and direction relative to the vehicle.
Ambient wind speed and direction are determined by vector subtraction of
the car motion. A laptop is used to read these instruments and log data.
One data point is collected each 5 seconds on a survey. The data are displayed in Google Earth in real–time on the laptop. Travel BLANkET is
shown in Figure 40.
Travel BLANkET as a system evolved from a series of car–based field
measurements that began soon after the BLANkET network commenced.
The following outlines this process.
Shortly after of the commissioning of the first two BLANkET stations at
Derby and Lilydale in May 2009 it was noted that night–time PM2.5 levels
at Derby station, located on the edge of the residential area of the town,
were generally lower than measured at Lilydale station, which was some
800 metres from the nearest residence. In order to gain understanding what
was occurring field investigations were undertaken at both locations. Some
work involved using one of the yet–to–be–deployed network DRX DustTraks
in a vehicle. The DRX was simply placed on the passenger seat and a short
length of teflon tubing used to sample outside air. The car compartment
heater was adjusted to blow warm air onto the DRX and sample tube, in
lieu of a full inlet heater. Tests in fog indicated this provided enough heat
to prevent a false PM2.5 reading from water vapour. Measurement locations and times were manually recorded by pencil and paper. It was found
that microclimatic–wind systems, driven by cold air drainage, transported
woodsmoke from Lilydale towards the station, and that at Derby a night–
time flow down a steep gully at the edge of town largely kept the station in
clean air. These studies were written up as BLANkET Technical Reports
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Figure 40: Travel BLANkET.

2 and 3 for Derby and Lilydale respectively42 . An EPA Division internal
August 2009 report noted that: ‘A car mounted DRX DustTrak and a GPS
unit, with both sets of data logged on a laptop, would aid considerably in
this work.’
Further car–based DRX measurements were made in the Geeveston and
Huonville areas in winter 2010 following the installation of stations at Geeveston, Huonville and Judbury in November 2009. In winter 2010 Geeveston
and Huonville stations were consistently reporting high PM2.5 on cold, calm
nights. The PM2.5 levels at Geeveston were higher than were being recorded
42

http://epa.tas.gov.au/epa/blanket-reports
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in Hobart or Launceston. Car–based measurements were undertaken to seek
clarity as to the cause. Again, the car locations and times were manually
recorded and later compared with the DRX record.
Figure 41 shows the results from such a survey at Geeveston from the
evening of the 29th of June 2010. The numerical values shown at certain
locations in the town represent the range of, or ‘typical’ values of, PM2.5 at
those points during the survey. The high PM2.5 was largely confined to the
residential area, and fell to background away from the town. Woodsmoke
issuing from domestic chimneys was seen and could be smelt by the oﬃcer
in the car. A drainage of smoke from the town down the Kermandie River
was also noted.
The results from these early car–based surveys showed promise, but the
eﬀort needed to manually record locations and times slowed the survey significantly. Web searches revealed that low-cost (∼$50) USB GPS units were
readily available. One such unit was purchased in winter 2010. It was
straightforward to write IDL code to read data from the GPS unit43 . The
first survey using logged GPS data was undertaken at Westbury, northern
Tasmania, on the evening of the 21st of July 2010. A crude data–display
program was written that combined the DRX and GPS data into one plot44
The DRX was placed on the front passenger seat as before, along with a
laptop data–logger. The GPS was placed on the passenger–side front dashboard. These first ‘GPS–enabled survey’ PM2.5 data for the Westbury survey are shown in Figure 42, plotted as produced on the night of the survey.
The grid pattern of Westbury’s street is apparent. The larger squares and
lighter colours represent higher PM2.5 . The largest symbols correspond to
PM2.5 ∼130 µg m−3 , indicating poor air quality. An early ‘spatial visualisation of these same data is given in Figure 43, where the plot in Figure 42
has been draped over the local topography using Google Earth.

43

This code was also written by Andrew Cunningham
For historical interest, this code was written while parked on the side of the highway
a few kilometres from Westbury, just prior to the start of that survey.
44
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Figure 41: ‘Manually’ documented car–based DRX survey of Geeveston, 29th June 2010. The numerical values
shown at certain locations in the town represent ‘typical’ values or the range of typical values of PM2.5 measured
at those points. Elevated PM2.5 measurements are confined to the main residential area. A drainage of smoke
from the town down the Kermandie River was also noted. This is indicated by the ‘20–30’ value at the far right
of the figure.

Figure 42: Early data–display program showing Westbury survey data, 21st
July 2010. This is the plot as produced on the night. The grid pattern of
Westbury’s street is apparent. The larger squares and lighter colours represent higher PM2.5 . The largest symbols correspond to PM2.5 ∼130 µg m−3 .
This early work demonstrated the potential of car–based DRX smoke
surveys in Tasmania. In August 2010 a design for a ‘box’ to hold the DRX,
heated inlet, battery and associated components was created, and the prototype ‘Travel BLANkET’ came into existence45 . As noted the unit is shown
in Figure 40.
The first use of ‘Travel BLANkET’ was at Huonville, south of Hobart,
45

Travel BLANkET was designed by Andrew Cunningham and John Innis, and constructed by Andrew Cunningham.
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Figure 43: An experimental spatial visualisation of the data from Figure 42
draped over the Westbury topography using Google Earth. The largest
square symbols correspond to PM2.5 ∼130 µg m−3 .
on the evening of the 29th of August 2010. The BLANkET network data–
logging program was adapted46 to log these Travel BLANkET data with
the added GPS stream. A new data–point is logged each 5 seconds. Travel
BLANkET was also used at New Norfolk, Derwent Valley, on the 7th of
September 2010. Work was still in progress on the best way to present
these survey data. One post–survey method was to convert each PM2.5 data
point into a waypoint in a kml47 file and display these in Google Earth.
The 7th September 2010 New Norfolk data processed in this way is shown
in Figure 44. The colour–scheme in this experimental visualisation is non–
intuitive, with red being low PM2.5 , through orange, yellow, green to purple
for high PM2.5 . The PM2.5 value is also represented by the height of the
symbol above local ground. The peak values recorded on this night were
near 200 µg m−3 .
Over the months from the end of winter 2010 to winter 2011 the Travel
BLANkET system continued to be improved. Software development48 in46

Software written by Andrew Cunningham.
Keyhole Markup Language
48
Software written by Andrew Cunningham.
47
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Figure 44: An early visualisation of the 7th September 2010 New Norfolk
Travel BLANkET survey. Red symbols represent low PM2.5 , through orange, yellow, green to purple to high PM2.5 . The peak values recorded on
this night were near 200 µg m−3 . The PM2.5 value is also represented by
the height of the symbol above local ground.

cluded the real–time integration of the Travel BLANkET data into Google
Earth, so both the instantaneous vehicle location and PM2.5 measurement
were automatically updated and displayed during the survey. Additionally
the facility was added to create a survey kml file on demand, which provided
an eﬀectively real–time visualisation tool.
Later work included the addition of an ultrasonic wind sensor and associated software for the vector–derivation of an estimated wind speed and
direction. The wind sensor measures the wind relative to the car’s motion.
The car’s velocity vector is inferred from GPS data. The derived wind is
most reliable when the car’s velocity is not changing rapidly.
In winter 2013 ‘Doris’ was added. Doris is the synthesised voice that
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announces the most recent PM2.5 value49 . This facility has been found to
be very useful, particularly if the survey is being conducted by one person
alone.
Travel BLANkET has been used to map the spatial distribution of
woodsmoke in a number of Tasmanian towns and communities. These data
have proven to be very informative. For example, surveys in Deloraine,
north–central Tasmania showed that on cold nights the air drainage down a
small valley appeared to concentrate smoke by feeding it in from the upper
areas of this micro–airshed (Figure 45). This feature was also seen on other
survey nights in Deloraine.

Figure 45: A visualisation of the 25-26 May 2011 Deloraine BLANkET
survey. The colour–scheme from blue (up to ∼30 µg m−3 ), through green
(50 to 80 µg m−3 ) to fawn (∼120–150 µg m−3 ) and red (∼170 µg m−3 )
represents increasing PM2.5 . The PM2.5 value is also represented by the
height of the symbol above local ground. Elevated PM2.5 occur in the small
valley near image centre. This feature was also seen on other survey nights.
There is also a downstream flow of cleaner air along the Meander River,
from image left to right.
49

This is just the default voice on the PC logger, but came to be known as ’Doris’ for
reasons that are not directly relevant to this report. Doris can also be set to announce
either PM2.5 , PM10 , PM10 −PM2.5 , or ambient temperature as required.
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The EPA Division has also conducted Travel BLANkET surveys in various towns as a preliminary assessment of winter–time smoke levels, and to
obtain understanding of the smoke spatial distribution, prior to establishing a BLANkET station. Such surveys have been of great utility in site
selection.
Travel BLANkET has also been used in an incident response role at
a tyre depot fire at Longford, north–central Tasmania, in February 2012,
and at the invitation of EPA Victoria at the Hazelwood coal mine fire in
February 2014 (Figure 46).

Figure 46: A visualisation of the February 2014 surveys in and around
Morwell, Victoria, from one week during the Hazelwood coal mine fire.
The colour–scheme from blue (up to ∼30 µg m−3 ), through green (80 to
100 µg m−3 ) to red (250 µg m−3 and greater) represents increasing PM2.5 .
The PM2.5 value is also represented by the height of the symbol above local
ground. The maximum PM2.5 shown is just under 2000 µg m−3 .
In winter 2015 an intensive program in Launceston over 9 nights, of
nearly 40 hours of surveys, and yielding over 28,000 individual PM2.5 measurements,
has produced what is judged as a representative view of the spatial dis91

tribution of woodsmoke on winter evenings (Figure 47). A full analysis
is in progress, but the data show that some areas of Launceston, such as
Ravenswood, Mayfield, and to a lesser extent Invermay and Newstead, experience consistently higher night–time winter PM2.5 concentrations compared
to other areas of the city. Ravenswood and Mayfield appear to be more like
the satellite towns (marked on the image) of Longford, Hadspen, Perth, and
probably Evandale as well. BLANkET stations have been operating in the
first three mentioned satellite towns since 2013. The data show these towns
experience very poor winter winter–time air quality on cold, calm nights.
Also in winter 2015 a (less–extensive) program of four Travel BLANkET
surveys was undertaken in Hobart. These data are shown in Figure 48 using
the same colour scheme as for the Launceston data in Figure 47. Early indications, based on these and earlier work50 suggest that the northern suburbs
of Risdon Vale and parts of Claremont may experience higher PM2.5 levels
than other areas of the city. Part of Blackmans Bay51 in the south also seems
to regularly show relatively elevated PM2.5 . Overall however the measured
smoke levels in and around Hobart are consistently lower than are seen in
Launceston. This topic is briefly revisited in Section 10.2.
There is growing interest in methods for the determination of population
particle–exposure. A program of surveys such as those reported here, for
Launceston and Hobart in winter 2015, appear as one means of approaching
the problem.

50

The earlier work includes smoke surveys, for example in West Hobart in 2012 (BTR 22)
and West Moonah in 2013 (BTR 27). The West Hobart work in winter 2012 included the deployment of a BLANkET station into a residential backyard. Day–averaged
PM2.5 measured at this temporary station were comparable to those recorded at New
Town. See BTR 22 for more discussion.
51
Surveys of Kingston and Blackmans Bay are briefly noted in BTR 22 and BTR 27.
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Figure 47: Composite of nine Travel BLANkET surveys of Launceston and nearby towns, winter 2015. Over
28,000 individual PM2.5 measurements are represented here. The colour–scheme is shown in the figure: Blue up
to ∼10 µg m−3 ; green ∼20 µg m−3 , yellow ∼50 µg m−3 , fawn ∼80 µg m−3 , red 100 to 150 µg m−3 and purple
> 150 µg m−3 . The PM2.5 value is also represented by the height of the symbol above local ground.
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Figure 48: Composite of four Travel BLANkET surveys of greater Hobart, winter 2015. The colour–scheme, shown
in the figure, is the same as used for the Launceston survey image in Figure 47: Blue up to ∼10 µg m−3 ; green
∼20 µg m−3 , yellow ∼50 µg m−3 , fawn ∼80 µg m−3 , red 100 to 150 µg m−3 and purple > 150 µg m−3 . The
PM2.5 value is also represented by the height of the symbol above local ground.
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BLANkET –a very brief science overview

The motivation for the creation and development of the BLANkET smokemonitoring network was to provide new information and understanding of
smoke movement and PM2.5 concentrations across Tasmania resulting from
planned burns, and to begin to scope out winter–time air quality conditions
in Tasmanian towns and communities away from Hobart and Launceston.
Detailed analysis of BLANkET data, both from the network and with Travel
BLANkET, are given in the BLANkET Technical Reports (BTRs) published
on the EPA Division’s web pages52 . Shorter accounts of some events and
circumstances have been noted in the BLANkET Brief Reports (BBRs)
available at the same web location. The following sections will very briefly
note a few of the studies that have been undertaken and the conclusions
drawn from using BLANkET data.
One overall and very obvious comment is that, very early on, it was
apparent that having multiple stations in a distributed network provided
significantly more information than one or two widely–dispersed monitoring
points. For example, when smoke has moved across the state, seeing similar
features measured contemporaneously at two or more stations provided a
clearer picture of the event than data from one site alone.

10.1

Planned burns

• The role of katabatic winds: Data from Emu River station in March
2010, soon after commissioning, showed that a night–time downslope
(katabatic) wind was a regular feature on synoptically–calm nights.
Soon after, on the evening of the 20–21 April 2010, many hours of
elevated PM2.5 were recorded at the station during an interval of katabatic wind, with many measurements of PM2.5 over 200 µg m−3 , and
a instantaneous peak just under 1000 µg m−3 . These data are shown
in Figure 49. An analysis (see BTR 17) identified a relatively small
burn, approximately 15 km south of the station, as the likely source.
Smoke from this burn was entrained in the katabatic flow and brought
to the station and subsequently to Burnie, approximately 5 km further
on. At the time there was some discussion within the planned burn
community as to whether this interpretation was feasible. However,
further examples of this type occurred in April 2011 and February
2012 (as is also discussed in BTR 17).
52

http://epa.tas.gov.au/epa/blanket-reports
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Figure 49: Data from Emu River station, near Burnie, for the interval
21st–22nd April 2010. Top panel: Time–series of PM10 (blue triangles) and
PM2.5 (red squares). Lower panel: Meteorological data. The interval of constant wind direction (upright black crosses) overnight on the 21st–22nd is
the signature of the katabatic (downslope drainage) wind, and co–incided
with an interval of highly elevated PM2.5 . See BTR 17 for more discussion.
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Data from other stations has also provided examples of how katabatic
winds move smoke, often from fires ignited earlier in the day, down
valleys to impact on population centres. Some of these fires are likely
to have entered a smouldering phase in the early evening, after the
main burning has been completed. The BLANkET data has allowed
quantitative estimates to be made of the amount of fuel needed to
produce the measured smoke concentrations at these times. It has
been found that the amount of fuel involved may be only a few percent
of the total consumed in the burn.
• Smoke impacts distant from the source: The BLANkET station density is now great enough to follow smoke as it moves across Tasmania.
Several instances of this have been documented, for example for smoke
from burns on the west or far north–west of the state moving eastwards
(BTRs 19, 26; BBR 8).
• Several examples have been documented of smoke moving down the
Derwent Valley to impact on Hobart (BTRs 19, 21). Information from
these analyses has been fed back to the burning community as part of
the process of improving smoke management of planned burns.
• Curvature of the wind field in northern Tasmania: A number of instances have been seen where smoke from planned burns in the north–
west of Tasmania initially moves north–eastward into Bass Strait, then
encounters a north–westerly flow and moves back onshore, often it
seems in the vicinity of the Tamar Valley, and can reach Launceston
(BTR 29). The cause is related to the formation of a pressure ridge
over Tasmania’s western mountains in a westerly air flow. A low–
pressure system can form in the lee of the mountains which results in
a north–westerly flow over the Tamar. An example of this is for the
15th of October 2014 shown in Figure 50 as a series of visualisations
of BLANkET station data. In this visualisation PM2.5 is represented
by the size and colour of diamond–shaped symbols. Wind speed and
direction measured at a station is shown the arrow. On the 15th of
October smoke from a burn on the west coast of Tasmania (marked
by the cross in the top panel) moved eastwards to cross the coast at
Wynyard and Emu River stations53 and moved into Bass Strait. Subsequently smoke was measured at George Town at the mouth of the
Tamar Valley then in sequence at Exeter, half–way up the Tamar val53

Smoke was also recorded at West Ulverstone and Devonport stations
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ley, and Launceston. Smoke was not recorded at the inland stations
of Sheﬃeld and Westbury. More discussion can be found in BTR 29.
• Smoke from Victoria reaching Tasmania: There have been several
instances of smoke from the mainland reaching Tasmania. On the
17th of March 2010 many north–east Tasmanian BLANkET stations
recorded peak signals over 100 µg m−3 and day–averaged PM2.5 over
25 µg m−3 due to smoke from planned burns in Gippsland (BTR 11).
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Figure 50: Smoke from a burn on the west coast of Tasmania moved firstly
eastward to the coast, then into the Tamar Valley to Launceston. See the
text.
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10.2

Residential woodsmoke

The relatively low–cost of the BLANkET stations compared, to a reference–
level air monitoring station, made feasible in Tasmania the eﬀective monitoring of winter woodsmoke levels in many Tasmanian towns and communities away from the major population centres of Hobart and Launceston.
There was an expectation that in general that Tasmania’s smaller population centres would not experience the smoke levels seen in for example
Launceston. The early monitoring data however showed otherwise. A significant part of the work with BLANkET has been focussed on Tasmania’s
winter woodsmoke problem.
As illustration, Figure 51 compares day–averaged DRX PM2.5 data from
Launceston (red squares) and Longford (blue diamonds) for 1st May to 26
September 2014. Longford is a small town, population approximately 2000
people, located in the lower valley of the South Esk river. The rate of
woodheater use is high. The town regularly experiences cold, calm weather
in winter. Travel BLANkET smoke surveys have confirmed the source is
domestic woodheater smoke. PM2.5 levels are much higher than are seen at
the Ti Tree Bend station in Launceston.
Detailed analysis of network data and accounts of Travel BLANkET surveys can be found in BTRs 10, 22, and 27. Some relevant Travel BLANkET
work was also briefly noted above in Section 9. It has been demonstrated
from these studies that local microclimatic and topographical eﬀects can
often be the determining factors for winter time air quality rather than
population alone. A recent EPA Division–commissioned telephone survey
showed that percentage of home using woodheaters is high, up to 60% or
more in some rural areas and outer suburbs, compared to 30% or below in
the inner suburbs, and is lower again in the central urban areas of Hobart
and Launceston. For some towns (such as Geeveston, Longford, Hadspen,
etc.) the high woodheater use and unfavourable topography and microclimate combine to result in very poor winter–time air quality.
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Figure 51: Comparison of day–averaged DRX PM2.5 data from Launceston
(red squares) and Longford (blue diamonds) for 1st May to 26 September
2014. The mean PM2.5 level and the number of calendar days with day–
averaged PM2.5 greater than 25 µg m−3 are shown in the figure.
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The extensive BLANkET data set enables some investigative research to
be undertaken. An example has been the creation of ‘composite day PM2.5 ’,
(or ‘average–day PM2.5 ’) hourly data for the winter interval at the stations.
Figure 52 shows the ‘composite day PM2.5 ’ for a number of northern Tasmanian BLANkET stations, formed by binning all data from a given station
by hour of day. That is, all May–June–July data collected between 11:30 am
and 12:30 AEST54 are averaged and assigned to the ‘12:00’ AEST bin. The
data are plotted on a midday–to–midday time axis in Figure 52. A common
feature at all stations is a rapid rise beginning near 16:00 AEST as woodheaters are lit or are reloaded in the late afternoon, possibly also augmented
by the commencement of the formation of atmospheric temperature inversions as the near–ground air cools. The peak PM2.5 typically occurs near
23:00 AEST for all stations. It is believed this is a consequence of many
woodheaters being re–fueled at or near this time, often with the air supply
turned down to allow overnight burning (or smouldering). A further smaller
peak is seen around 8:00 AEST when heaters are probably re–stoked in the
morning. This plot also allows diﬀerent stations to be compared relatively
easily. For these stations, Longford and Hadspen show the highest, and very
similar, composite–day PM2.5 profiles, followed by Perth.
The Deloraine data shown in Figure 52 are of interest. Deloraine shows
a rapid increase in PM2.5 beginning near 16:00 AEST comparable to Longford and Hadspen. However, the 23:00 AEST peak composite–day PM2.5 at
Deloraine is approximately only half that of these other two stations. It
was noted earlier in the discussion of Travel BLANkET survey of Deloraine
that a flow down the Meander River Valley of cleaner air is present on cold
nights (see BTR 22, pp 89–100). The Deloraine station appeared to be at
least partly in this flow of cleaner air (see BTR 27, pp 83–93).
Figure 53 shows ‘composite day’ PM2.5 for Longford separated by temperature. The three time–series shown are composite plots produced for
all data (red symbols), cold nights (< 5 C, blue symbols) and warm nights
(> 5 C). While the diurnal variation is similar in all cases the ‘cold nights’
PM2.5 has a much higher peak.
Figure 54 shows ‘composite day’ PM2.5 for Hobart separated by temperature, with the same colour scheme and on the same vertical scale as for
Longford in Figure 53. Overall PM2.5 levels are much lower. There is also
no indication of a peak near 23:00 AEST as seen in many other stations. A
number of Travel BLANkET surveys in and around Hobart have been conducted, as noted in Section 40. The consistently high and widespread smoke
54

Australian Eastern Standard Time
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seen in many areas of Launceston, and in towns such as New Norfolk, Longford and Geeveston, does not in general seem to occur in the Hobart area.
It is considered likely that the night–time winter winds in Hobart, which
include a down–valley flow in the Derwent River, and various downslope
flows oﬀ Mount Wellington and nearby ranges, mostly prevent the build–up
of smoke. High smoke levels have been seen in a few locations as noted earlier, such as at Risdon Vale on the eastern shore, and probably, to a lesser
extent, in parts of the northern suburb of Claremont away from the river.
This is however a work in progress, and these findings should be considered
as preliminary.
In general, air stations are usually located in relatively open areas away
from local sources (see the discussion on air station siting in Section 4). However several BLANkET–type monitoring instruments have been deployed in
residential backyards (BTR 22, pp134–138; BTR 28, and other yet to be
published work). Some very high PM2.5 concentrations have been recorded.
In these cases the proximity of the monitor to neighbouring woodheater flues
is the likely cause. Levels have been seen to be much higher than at a nearby
air station (BTR 28). Understanding these types of issues is crucial to a full
assessment of population particle exposure
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Figure 52: ‘Composite day PM2.5 ’ for May–June–July 2013 for a number of
BLANkET stations, formed by binning all data from a given station by hour
of day. The horizontal axis is time in AEST. ‘24:00 AEST’ represents midnight. The stations are: DL: Deloraine; WE: Westbury; HA: Hadspen; LF:
Longford; PE: Perth; TI: Ti Tree Bend (Launceston); SL: South Launceston.
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10.3

Bushfire smoke

Several studies have been conducted of bushfire smoke in Tasmania (BTRs 6
and 23; BBRs 7, 10 and 15). In January 2013 a number of bushfires occurred across the state. Elevated smoke levels were recorded at all stations
(BTR 23). These few days in early January 2013 arguably saw the most
smoke across the network, for the most extended continuous interval, thus
far in the network’s operation. PM2.5 data for the southern Tasmanian stations for the 4th to the 9th of January 2013 is shown in Figure 55. The very
high levels recorded in the Huon stations (Huonville, Judbury, Geeveston)
were due to a large fire burning in the remote south–west of Tasmania.
Smoke from the October 2013 NSW bushfires also reached Tasmania
(BTR 26) after tracking across central NSW and Victoria.

10.4

Other aerosols

In September 2009, a few months after the five northeast stations had been
deployed, elevated PM10 −PM2.5 was seen over the network and at the main
air stations of Launceston, Rowella, George Town and, at a much lesser
extent, Hobart. A study (BTR 5), drawing on satellite imagery and also
with reference to the NSW Dustwatch work, identified the cause as dust
from the Simpson Desert that had been carried over Bass Strait by very
strong upper level winds. This storm preceded by 10 days the widely reported ’red dawn’ dust storm that impacted on Sydney and Brisbane. The
northeast BLANkET stations recorded PM10 −PM2.5 in the range of 200 to
250 µg m−3 at the peak, while PM2.5 was only of order 10 to 15 µg m−3 .
The low PM2.5 clearly demonstrated the signal was not due to smoke.
Other instances of elevated PM10 −PM2.5 , without a corresponding increase in PM2.5 , have been identified as being due to higher than usual
sea–salt aerosol loadings (BTRs 4 and 30; BBR 20). An example of this is
given in Figure 56, where the time–series of PM10 and PM2.5 is shown for
four north–central Tasmanian stations for a seven–day interval 30th December 2014 to 5th January 2015. On the 3rd of January 2014 there was a large
elevation in PM10 −PM2.5 . This event was seen at many northern stations
and is discussed in full in BTR 30.
There have been instances of a build–up of what appears to be salt
crystals inside some DRX units. The crystals have not been tested55 but
were first noticed in a DRX that had been deployed at St Helens station.
Figure 57 shows these crystals as found on the wire mesh filter of the DRX.
55

Or tasted.
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Figure 55: BLANkET station 10–minute PM2.5 data from southern Tasmania for the interval 4th to 9th of January 2013, showing the impacts of
bushfire smoke.
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Figure 56: Time–series of PM10 (blue triangles) and PM2.5 (red squares)
for four north–central Tasmanian BLANKET stations for the interval 30th
December 2014 to 5th January 2015. On the 3rd of January 2014 there was
a large elevation in PM10 −PM2.5 across the northern Tasmanian stations.
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Figure 57: An example of the white crystals, assumed to be sea–salt, found
on the DRX mesh filter.
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11

The Future

Attempting to foresee the long–term, as in multi–decadal, or even medium–
term (one or two decades) future of air monitoring in Tasmania is probably
not possible. On shorter–term timescales (up to 10 years) however, smoke
measurement is likely to remain a priority area. The existing BLANkET
network, although relatively extensive, still does not cover the whole state.
A modest increase in the number of BLANkET stations is planned56 . This
will take the number of sites from twenty nine to, potentially, thirty six.
Even with this increase there will likely remain a need to conduct monitoring in other locations, either semi–permanently or on a campaign basis.
The BLANkET station are relatively portable, but do require two people
and at time significant eﬀort to deploy in any given situation. Over the
last few years the EPA Division has been developing a much lower cost,
much smaller real–time smoke monitoring station. Successful tests of the
prototype has been conducted over several seasons. This low–cost station
is known as ‘babyBLANkET’, and is based on a customised Dylos DC 1700
laser particle counter57 . The station includes a basic meteorological instrument suite. Figure 58 shows a comparison of day–averaged PM2.5 from the
Hadspen BLANkET station and a co-located ’babyBLANkET’ station for
25 July to 10 September 2015. The level of agreement is considered to be
very good58 .
The babyBLANkET stations cost about $3000, and are easily deployable
by one person. Another four of these stations are in an advanced stage of
construction at the time of writing. ‘babyBLANkET’ is likely to be of great
use in augmenting the wider BLANkET network.
Sensor technology is advancing at a great rate at the present time. The
EPA Division is also evaluating several other very low-cost sensors to determine suitability for Tasmanian requirements. Emerging technology will also
be, to an extent, a driver of future monitoring programs in the sense that it
may make possible entirely new ways of addressing currently intractable or
very diﬃcult problems. The rapid development in power of low–cost single–
56

The EPA Division has recently received funding through Sense–T (University of Tasmania) for five new stations as part of the AirRater project. Additionally, at the time
of writing, two existing stations currently not deployed are likely to be reconfigured as
solar–power stations.
57
One of the custom modifications, implemented by the manufacturer at our request, is
to change the smallest particle–size sensitivity from the factory default 0.5 µm to 0.3 µm
to make the units more sensitive to ambient smoke.
58
It is planned to give a more complete account of this work shortly. A paper on babyBLANkET was also presented at the September 2015 CASANZ meeting in Melbourne.
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board computers is also a potentially fruitful one for air monitoring. Already
it is seen that much of the functionality of the central data–logging computer can be devolved to individual stations equipped with a single–board
computer, as demonstrated in the solar–BLANkET stations. This has some
advantages in scaleability as it relieves the load on the data–logging PC,
and removes to a large extent a ‘single–point-of–failure’ that currently exists
within the system. For the present however, the BLANkET–type system,
which includes the stations, software for system management (whether that
is centrally controlled or devolved to the station) and data logging, and with
calibration processes tied to reference data, is likely to remain recognisably
the same on a five–to–ten year timescale.
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Figure 58: Comparison of the BLANkET day–averaged PM2.5 from Hadspen
station (red squares) and day–averaged PM2.5 derived from a co–located
’babyBLANkET’ station (green circles), 25 July – 10 September 2015. The
babyBLANkET station is based on a customised Dylos DC 1700 laser particle counter.
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have taken an interest in BLANkET. Thank you.
Thank you to my wife and children for their support, and understanding
why ‘dad’ has been away or working in his den so much.
John Innis.
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A

BLANkET: Time–line of major milestones
• May 2008: Environment Division oﬃcers (now EPA Division) asked
by General Manager to consider options for a more broadly–based near
state–wide air monitoring network for planned burn and other smoke.
• May 2008: Environment Division–commissioned review of ‘best practice planned burn smoke monitoring’ delivered by University of Tasmania staﬀ.
• June 2008: Enquiry with Australian agent (Kenelec Scientific) regarding availability of 8520 DustTrak led to information on ‘new’ model
DRX DustTrak, soon to be available.
• July 2008 onwards: Ideas for monitoring system design continue to be
considered, including commencing market review and assessment of instruments including nephelometers, optical dust monitors (GRIMMS,
Met One, TES), TEOMs and BAMs for possible use in BLANkET.
• October 2008: Arrival of a purchased DRX 8533 DustTrak for assessment and use.
• Late October 2008: Return of DRX to supplier due to firmware issues,
receipt of replacement unit.
• November 2008: Field testing of DRX Dustrak. Installation of DRX
at New Town station (November 2008)
• December 2008: Derivation of DRX calibration factors ‘PCF’ and
‘SCF’ from New Town testing. Design of mock-up BLANkET web
pages. Investigation of market options for communications. DRX
laser fail – returned to supplier. Receipt of loan unit from Kenelec.
• January 2009: Software written for real–time data collection and web
displays for main Tasmanian air stations (later adapted to first BLANkET data logging system). Low–cost meteorological station options
explored for BLANkET. Initial thoughts regarding site–selection. Field
testing of ‘on-loan’ GRIMMs for evaluation.
• February 2009: Initial contact with site owners (e.g. councils) of
prospective BLANkET station locations. Funding approved for BLANkET (in two ‘tranches’, 12th and 26th February). Selection of DRX
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as most suitable unit for the network. Discussions with Kenelec Scientific on system fabrication and engineering. EPA Division commenced
construction of heated inlet Mark-I. Site visits and discussions with
owners/managers. DRX data–reading software commenced.
• March 2009: Order for 15 stations placed with Kenelec (11th March).
Software development (data–logging and web) continues. Tests of
heated inlet. Site negotiations continue. And a lot of other work...
• April 2009: Site preparation. Software development continued. First
stations delivered to Hobart from Kenelec (17 April). Field deployment preparations commenced.
• 6 May 2009: Derby and Lilydale stations installed. Real–time data
reported to internal EPA Division servers.
• 13 May 2009: Oﬃcal launch of BLANkET by Minister O’Byrne at
Lilydale. Scottsdale station installed.
• 20 May 2009: St Helens and Fingal stations deployed.
• May–June–July 2009: Several visits were made to Lilydale and Derby
to ‘ground–truth’ the station data. Some visits were carried out with
a DRX DustTrak in the vehicle sampling outside air via a length of
tubing. Ambient air readings were made at specific locations noted by
hand in a log book. This work was a seed for the later ‘Travel BLANkET’ developments. Internal August 2009 report: ‘A car mounted
DRX dustrak and a GPS unit, with both sets of data logged on a
laptop, would aid considerably in this work.’
• June 2009: Andrew Cunningham commenced as Scientific Oﬃcer.
• 25 June 2009: EPA Division advised by Kenelec of ‘laser over–voltage’
issue as cause of laser failures on the DRX.
• June-November 2009: Data–logging software re-written, calibration
box designed and manufactured, station enclosures insulated for winter
warmth, sunshades provided for summer, installation of active cooling
by fans for hot weather, heated inlet redesigned and constructed, etc.
• 30 November 2009: Geeveston, Judbury and Huonville stations deployed.
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• Christmas holidays 2009: BLANKET data live on public web after
∼6–months of data evaluation and testing.
• Early 2010: Site selection/preparation commenced for remaining seven
stations.
• 18 February 2010: Exeter station commissioned.
• 23 February 2010: Bryn Estyn and Gretna stations commissioned.
• 25 February 2010: West Ulverstone and Emu River (near Burnie)
stations commissioned.
• 26 February 2010: Sheﬃeld station installed, awaiting electrical power
connection.
• 17 March 2010: Sheﬃeld station on-line.
• 25 March 2010: Station installed at Carrick and on-line. This completed the deployment of the initial 15 stations.
• 29 June 2010: ‘Manual survey’ on this night with a car–mounted DRX
DustTrak of Geeveston and Huonville areas.
• 16 July 2010: A BLANkET station was commissioned at Clearys Gates
(Hobart) as part of the Air Toxics program.
• 21 July 2010: A second Air Toxics BLANkET station was commissioned at South Launceston. First use of DRX and GPS in evening
car–based smoke surveys of Westbury and Deloraine. Several more surveys were conducted in the next month. This prompted the creation
of a small purpose–built unit using a DRX and GPS for car–based
smoke measurement work.
• 29 August 2010: Evening smoke survey of Huonville with DRX and
GPS – likely to have been the first survey where the car–based system
was referred to as ‘Travel BLANkET’.
• 24 March 2011: Smithton station installed and on-line.
• 25 March 2011: Wynyard station installed and on-line.
• Winter 2011: Travel BLANkET surveys were conducted in several
towns, including Deloraine, Sheﬃeld, Latrobe, and New Norfolk.
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• 14 July 2011: BLANkET instrumentation commissioned at the George
Town Air Monitoring Station (GAMS), funded through the GAMS
partners of local industry, local government, and the EPA Division.
• February 2012: Travel BLANkET was used to support the response
to the tyre depot fire at Longford, north–central Tasmania.
• Winter 2012: A number of Travel BLANkET surveys were carried out
in East and South Launceston, and West Hobart, and elsewhere. A
BLANkET station was temporarily installed in a residential backyard
in West Hobart in support of this work.
• 21 August 2012: New Norfolk BLANkET station installed and operational.
• 31 August 2012: Campbell Town station installed. Power connected
and operational 10 September 2012.
• 30 January 2013: Hadspen station deployed and operational.
• 6 February 2013: Westbury and Deloraine stations deployed and operational. Longford station installed, awaiting power connection.
• 12 February 2013: Clearys Gates station closed and removed. Station
will be re-deployed at another location after maintenance.
• 13 February 2013: Power connection at Longford, station fully operational. Carrick station removed following Hadspen installation in
January 2013. Station to be converted to solar–power.
• 28 February 2013: Bryn Estyn station removed following New Norfolk
installation in August 2012. Station to be converted to solar–power.
• 17 May 2013: Perth station installed and operational.
• Winter 2013: A number of Travel BLANkET surveys were conducted
in Geeveston and Hadspen, and elsewhere.
• 25 June 2013: Solar–powered station commences tests at Mornington
in Hobart.
• February 2014: Two Travel BLANkET instruments were taken by
EPA Division staﬀ to Victoria to support EPA Victoria’s response to
the fire at the Hazelwood coal mine in Gippsland.
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• 18 March 2014: Second solar–powered station deployed at Penguin for
autumn planned burn season.
• 4 June 2014: Penguin solar–powered station moved to Ulverstone residential area for winter–time domestic smoke monitoring.
• Winter 2014: Travel BLANkET surveys of Longford. Fixed–site monitoring was conducted for 2 weeks in residential backyards in Invermay
and Burnie.
• 2 July 2014: Deloraine station removed to use in relocatable monitoring programs.
• 31 October 2014: Ulverstone solar–powered station moved to Poatina
for ∼12–months of monitoring wind and smoke movement along the
face of the Great Western Tiers.
• Winter 2015: Nine Travel BLANkET surveys of Launceston, and four
in Hobart, to begin to map out the spatial distribution of smoke in
Tasmania’s major population centres.
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B

DRX DustTrak 8533 ‘teething’ issues

Some commonly occurring issues that were seen on the DRX DustTrak,
particularly in the early years of the network, are discussed here. The list
is not complete but covers the major problems encountered in bringing the
network into a steady–state existence.

B.1

Laser over–voltage and over–temperature sensor

Several of the original shipment of the DRX instruments shipped to EPA
Tasmania began to suﬀer laser diode failures in the first months of deployment. The first failure noted by the EPA Division actually occurred in the
original DRX purchased in late 2008 for evaluation. The failure was initially
considered a ‘one–oﬀ’ by the manufacturer. When further units also failed
after very moderate field use it became clear a more serious issue existed.
TSIInc eventually traced to problem to a momentary over–voltage in the
laser diode driving–circuit when pulsing the diode. The addition of a single
capacitor to the driving circuit resolved the issue. All BLANkET DRXs
were shipped to Kenelec Scientific, the Australian supplier, for repair under
warranty, initially to TSI in the USA, then, after a time, locally at Kenelec.
An associated modification to the laser board related to the over–voltage
rectification was a resistor change to adjust the laser over–temperature sensor setting. Some of the EPA Division units were unaccountably not modified at the time of the over–voltage fix. Subsequently several BLANkET
incorrectly signalled laser over–temperature conditions in warm weather.
Once noted, this was also rectified, under warranty, at Kenelec60 .
The identification, field retrieval, shipping, and re–deployment of these
original units was a significant resource cost to the EPA Division.
The history of BLANkET DRX laser failures is shown in Figure 59, where
the failure dates have been binned into 30–day intervals. The initial cluster
of seven failures were due to the over–voltage issue. Several of the following
failures were due to the erroneous over–temperature condition. The more
recent failures are due to laser failures after several years of continuous use.
Currently the network experiences about 5 laser failures per year which is
about 20% of the network fleet. This could be interpreted as a MTBF61 of
around 5 years.
60

It should also be noted that Kenelec provided an extended 2–year warranty on the
DRX units of the initial BLANkET purchase.
61
Mean time between failures
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Laser failures by month of failure
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Figure 59: History of DRX laser failures. The initial cluster in 2009 was due
to the laser over–voltage issue. The cluster in late 2013/early 2014 appears
to be due to some diodes reaching the end of their working life.

B.2

Pump failures

Along with the early laser issues a much more diﬃcult and more serious
problem arose with DRX pump failures. The DRX uses a dual–diaphragm
pump. The initial units used either silicon rubber or natural rubber diaphragms. The diaphragms were tearing, causing the pump to fail. Pump
lifetimes in the field were ranging from a few weeks to a few months. Retrieval, replacement, dispatch to Kenelec, re–calibration and redeployment
consumed significant EPA Division resources.
TSI were aware of the problem and investigated several possible causes.
Kenelec Scientific later initiated a local redesign and re–manufacture of the
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diaphragm, as they had for the earlier 8520 DustTraks several years earlier. Unfortunately these locally–made natural rubber diaphragms all failed
within a few weeks of deployment.
Field–experience with the network DRX units noted that failures very
often occurred at power–up after a daily data download. This was occurring soon after midnight. One suggestion was that in cold conditions the
diaphragms were less able to withstand the strain at start–up. The download time was changed to 14:00 AEST (where it remains at the time of
writing), but with no change in pump failure rate.
The use of the ‘engineering commands’ allowed the pump voltages to
be tracked. The voltages were sometimes seen to undergo jumps of 50% of
full–scale at start–up. These jumps were later related to the tearing of one
of the two diaphragms in the pump.
By mid 2011, some two years after the first BLANkET stations were
deployed, there was still no resolution of the pump problem. Consequently
several failed pumps were disassembled at the EPA Division and inspected62 .
It was found that the diaphragms were tearing in the same places, co–
inciding with a ridge and sharp edge of the disc that rides on the piston. A
damaged diaphragm in position on a pump disc is shown in Figure 60.
The edges of these discs were smoothed. Machining burrs were also
removed along the edges of the pump chamber, resulting in better sealing.
The pumps were also re–worked to re–align all moving components. The
pump manufacturer, Boxer Pumps in the UK, was contacted for advice. The
manufacturer was very helpful, providing much useful information including
noting that the sharp–edged discs were an old design. Boxer dispatched
several improved discs to the EPA Division. Figure 61 shows on the left
an original disc, and on the right the improved design with bevelled edges.
The pumps in all BLANkET DRX units were sequentially upgraded with
the new bevelled–edge discs. Boxer also sent diaphragms of several diﬀerent
materials. The EPDM63 diaphragms have proven to be the most resilient
for use in Tasmania.
The re–assembled, de–burred, pumps were found to be running at a
greater eﬃciency, in the sense of requiring a lower voltage for a given flow
rate. Additionally the flow rates in all network DRXs were changed from
from the default 3 litres per minute to 2 litres per minute. This significantly
reduces the wear and tear on the pump and has greatly increased pump
lifetime.
62
63

This work was undertaken by Andrew Cunningham.
Ethylene propylene diene monomer
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Figure 60: View of damaged silicon rubber diaphragm overlaid on the pump
disc. The tear is visible at right.
The history of pump failures is shown in Figure 62. The high rate of
failures up to the local pump re–build in mid 2011 is apparent. Since then
however the DRX pumps have run with almost no issues. The pumps that
have failed have been in operation for up to 4 years.
The locally–obtained solution was passed to Kenelec and to TSI. TSI
had however at about that time moved ahead with an alternate rotary vane
pump. For several years Kenelec were retro–fitting some DRX units with
the Boxer pump for customers who required continuous operation, such as
the EPA Division. Design changes to the DRX boards and hardware mean
this is no longer possible.
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Figure 61: Boxer pump discs. Left: An original disc as found in the 2009–
vintage DRX units, showing a ridge and sharp edge. Right: The improved
disc design received from Boxer in mid 2011, with bevelled edges.
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Pump failures by month of failure
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Figure 62: History of DRX pump failures. The very obvious reduction in
pump failures from mid 2011 onwards was a consequence of the introduction
of the bevelled discs, the de–burring, the use of EPDM diaphragms, and
reducing the DRX flow rate from 3 litres per minute to 2 litres per minute.
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B.3

Firmware issues

There have been a number of firmware–related issues with the DRX. In
general new firmware releases have resolved many of these problems, hence
this section remains of interest for historical reasons only. It should be
noted that the BLANkET DRXs do not run the latest firmware, as that is
not applicable to units equipped with Boxer pumps.
An early issue, noted with the first DRX purchased in late 2008, was
that the ethernet connection to the DRX appeared to lock up after several
hours, and required a power cycle to restore. This was rectified very shortly
afterwards with firmware revision.
Six units have exhibited database errors of one form or another, the most
common being a failure when requesting the logged data from memory. TSI
provided a database rebuild tool which was used in these cases. Other units
failed to delete all logged data as a block request. A workaround is that
instead of requesting all data files be deleted as a block, the individual files
are first listed then deleted sequentially.

B.4
B.4.1

Other
‘System errors’/Beam dump issue

A number of units have halted with a ‘system error’ message. Initially these
were sent to Kenelec for repair. With further experience it was realised
the errors were occurring directly following a zero check. In these cases the
‘system error’ flags that the measured zero level is considered too high for
normal operation. In many cases this was a result of dust or other contamination in the laser beam–dump. It was found that initiating a number of
zero checks in succession sometimes cleared this error. During a zero check
the separate pump on the zero module produces a vibration, which in turn
vibrates the DRX and can act to shake out the contamination. This subtle
form of percussive maintenance, followed by a power cycle, has often rectified the fault. Units that show repeated ‘system errors’ are retrieved for
cleaning64 .
B.4.2

Flow sensors

Two units have reported flow errors due to faulty sensors. This could be
due to normal ageing of the sensors.
64

The new EDM DustTrak from TSI is reported to have an improved design to prevent
contamination of the beam dump.
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B.4.3

An instance of unusually high thermal–drift

There has only been one instance where a BLANkET DRX has shown a
clear thermal drift that has been too large to be removed by hourly zero–
checks, and hence is unacceptably large. This was at the Judbury station,
in the Huon Valley south of Hobart, in March 2013. The particular DRX
was installed in the station on the 7th of March 2013 to replace a unit which
ceased operating. The replacement unit showed a clear and large drift during
the middle of the day, when the temperature was increasing most rapidly,
with a ‘step’ at each hour after a zero check. Later in the evening, when the
temperature was decreasing, the unit returned ‘below zero’ measurements
due to the same eﬀect. Typical behaviour is shown in Figure 63. The faulty
DRX was removed from the station on the 28th of March 2013 for diagnosis
and repair.
B.4.4

A long–term low–amplitude, monotonic, base–line drift

During 2014 it became apparent that the DRX unit at Fingal station, northeast Tasmania, was showing a low–amplitude, monotonic increase in the
minimum PM2.5 measurements. This is shown in Figure 64. A remote
power-cycle of the DRX on the 6th of December 2014 produced the downward step in the plot. The DRX unit was replaced on the 10th of December
2014, The reasons for the slow, monotonic increase in minimum PM2.5 are
not known.
B.4.5

Perishing of rubber components in the DRX

It was noted during the resolution of the DRX pump issues that the trial
rubber diaphragms rapidly failed, all within 6 weeks of deployment. Many
exhibited signs of perishing, similar to what would be expected in the presence of ozone. The diaphragms were changed to EPDM material and no
further issues were seen. However, it was noted that over time that the
rubber o–rings on the DRX inlets also exhibited this degradation. A view
of a degraded o–ring is shown in Figure 65. Tasmania is not considered
to be a high ozone environment. It has been considered as to whether the
DRX itself is generating low–levels of ozone (such as through ionisation of
air in the laser beam, perhaps from micro–focussing eﬀects from dust or
other aerosols), but this has not been experimentally verified and should be
viewed as highly conjectural. Some degradation of other rubber components
within the BLANkET station enclosure has also been noted. This has not
historically been an issue at Tasmania’s main air stations, except in one
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Figure 63: BLANkET station data from Judbury, 27th March 2013. The
DRX (top panel) shows a saw–tooth behaviour during the interval 08:00 –
12:00 when the ambient temperature is increasing. The behaviour is likely
due to thermal drift with the downward steps from corrections applied hourly
after a zero check. The below–zero measurements in the early evening are
due to the same eﬀect, but with the opposite sign due to the temperature
decrease.
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Figure 64: Hourly–averaged PM2.5 BLANkET station data from Fingal,
June 2013 to January 2015. A low–magnitude monotonic increase in the
minimum PM2.5 is apparent from late 2013 until early December 2014, when
the DRX unit was remotely power–cycled. This is shown by the downward
step in the data at that time.
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case where an oxides of nitrogen (NOx) gas analyser was unintentionally exhausting into the station building65 . All small inlet o–rings have now been
replaced with EPDM o–rings. Since EPDM has been used for the pump
diaphragms and inlet o–rings no further perishing has been observed in the
4 years since 2011.

Figure 65: View of perished o–ring seal on DRX inlet.

65

The NOx analyser exhaust gasses include ozone as a by–product of the measurement
process.
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C
C.1

Miscellaneous
Biology

The station enclosures generally are well sealed against animal life. Insect surface spray is lightly applied to relevant external surfaces every few
months. There have been a few instances where ants or spiders have caused
issue. For example at Derby in early 2010 it was found that ants have penetrated the enclosure through a small opening in a cable glad. It is presumed
the surface spray had proved lethal to the ants by the time of discovery (see
Figure 66). The small gap was sealed.

Figure 66: Ant encroachment at Derby, 8th January 2010.
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C.2

Weathering of original treated–pine posts

The original five stations deployed in the northeast of Tasmania in May 2009
used 90×90 mm treated pine posts. Subsequent stations used 125×125 mm
posts for extra stability. The original posts have weathered and split. In one
case, at Derby, metal strengthening struts have been added (see Figure 67).

Figure 67: Strengthening struts added at Derby, 8th January 2010. Left:
Before. Right: After.
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C.3

Flooding at Lilydale - June 2011

Lilydale station is located near a small creek. Following heavy rain on the
8th of June 201166 local flooding shorted out the mains power supply to the
station early on the 9th of June. The station was oﬀ–line until repairs were
made on the 1st of July 2011. The power outlet was moved into a metal
enclosure at a greater height above local ground.

Figure 68: Aftermath of heavy rain at Lilydale,

66

Approximately 15 mm of rain was recorded at the station on the 17th of June, followed
by 55 mm of rain on the 8th of June 2011.
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C.4

About the BLANkET logo

The BLANkET logo, shown in Figure 69, has been used since the early
days of the network. It was created on a laptop on the author’s kitchen
table one quiet Saturday morning in 2009, using some IDL code to draw 15
angled bars to produce a representation of Tasmania. The 15 bars signify
the 15 stations of the original network. The angle of the bars represents
the prevailing northwest winds experienced over much of Tasmania that
were considered to be likely determinants of smoke transport67 . The gaps
between the bars represented the fact that the network could not cover all
the state.

Figure 69: The BLANkET logo

No consultants were harmed in the making of this logo.

67

Obviously the logo was created before BLANkET Technical Reports 17 and 29, among
others, had been written.
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C.5

Long–distance transport of smoke from mainland Australia

As shown in Figure 70, other workers have also noted the long–distance
transport of smoke from the Australian mainland, in this case to Tanzania.

Figure 70: Transport of smoke from Victoria to ‘Tanzania’, March 2010.
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C.6

Other field work

Figure 71: “I enjoy my field work and find it a rich source of ideas.” (The
author at Lilydale, photographed by A. Graham, May 2009.)
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